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Up to This Point
A book by Kingpin Social

Introductory
Are you the kind of person that wants to get a
hold on your life, believing that you’re more than
just a cog in the system?
At this second, 7 billion hearts are beating in unison.
Why are they all beating? Why are we all here? It seems that the reality that we live in,
we’ve been programmed to walk around in a daze. As a person, we tend to conform to the rules of
our environment, lest we draw attention to ourselves. We walk around and become a product of
our environment, and the environment we’ve developed is one of mediocrity, one of contentment.
The search for the answer for “why are we here” seems endless. People want to alleviate
themselves from the pressures of thinking, so no one desires to wonder. One of the greatest minds
in Human History, Albert Einstein, states in one of his essays “We are here to serve the people”.
We’re here to work in a warehouse, packing someone else’s goods. We’re here to serve in
a restaurant, catering to someone else’s needs. We’re here to be an engineer, and design someone
else’s vision. I’m here to write a book, to enlighten one individual at a time.
7 billion hearts beat in unison. 7 billion hearts also beat individually. As an individual, you
must separate yourself from the masses and embrace your individuality.
We are here.
How can we make the best of the life that we live? A question with the simplest answer. If
you want to make the best out of anything it is to enjoy it. We all want to be happy. However the
solution to the answer, is not as simple as the answer itself.
The less fortunate live to exist, working a job they dislike to pay the bills coming at the end
of the month. The category of the world that lives to exist has never followed their passion, people
unable to find the time in their daily lives. This is the world un - awakened, un - aware of the possibility that lay in this world for every one of us. Being unaware, this is not our fault. This is the way
Society raised us to be. This is the way we have been programmed.
The rich are often left in the dark, too; money can’t buy happiness.
Why is there a consistent quest for more money? If money can’t buy happiness, and making
the best out of life is to be happy, then why do people chase money?
Money is a representation of value that everyone can understand. What is value? Value is
relative to the individual, for what is valuable to me will be different than what is valuable to you.
Money, however, is one form of value that is universal. We live in a world that anyone can take
money and trade it for material goods.
Material goods are always coming out with the “new and improved,” so long term happiness
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in material goods is impossible. The material world is ever evolving, and if you find your happiness
in it than your happiness, too, will be as stable as the material world.
There are those who will disagree. Let’s say that for your entire your life you’re in quest for
this physical, external presence of value. You’re laying on your death bed and everything external
has fallen away, including your money.
Do you have any value to offer, then? Have you found the value that lay within you?
Money buys material, short term happiness. How does one acquire long - lasting happiness
then? I found my answer, but my answer will not be the same as yours. See, like value, the answer
to happiness is relative. The things that make you happy will not be the same as the things that encourage my happiness. You have the answer to what it is that makes you happy. The answer is not
in the external world, the answer for your happiness lay in your internal self.
The un - awakened individual mistakes contentment for happiness. The definition of contentment in our lives is to settle into an unfulfilling job, to get by with moderate luxury and pay the
bills. The longer one stays in search of happiness in an external form, such as money, or material
wealth, the less time they spend diving deep within themselves and finding out what kind of internal value they already have. It’s important to find out what you internally value, because if you
don’t know yourself then the external world will be the easiest option to invest in.
There are two different types of people that live in this world. There are people that live to
exist, in a vicious “working – paying bills” cycle. These people survive and live with moderate luxury
(also able to purchase external, short term happiness). The second category of people who exist
in this world, are people who exist to live. These are the people that experience the people in this
world until they find something they fall in love with; and they develop a passion. Anyone driven by
passion can be smiled from miles away. Passion does not develop through outcomes, passion develops through process. You must continuously work at the grinding process of something, every single
day, until one day you come to realize that you love this skill set. This, is passion. Through their passion, people find purpose.
The people that live with passion… these are the people that live, and feel alive.
A human being living with passion is one that is able to find his purpose. Without passion
you will never find purpose. One finds purpose in something when the entity has unlimited potential value. Purpose is never-ending, because although man can die, an idea exists forever. Think
Thomas Edison, the Wright Brothers, Mother Theresa. They found their purpose, and their purpose
has lead to infinite value for generations to come. We all have the power to become passionate, to
live with purpose. The power is not in the paycheque, the power is in the soul.
We are living in a generation of change, and age of purpose. What is there to wake up for in
the morning if not a reason to be awake in the morning? A person who awakens every morning to
walk into a world of happiness is a person who lives with purpose. A human being living with purpose is a human being that lives, and feels the emotion of being alive. It’s about time people woke
up from their pre – programmed daze.
Contentment, such a clever disguise. I’ve had people tell me that they’re passionate about
their office job, that they love selling product. If this is the case, I am happy for these people but in
my personal opinion, how can one be passionate about something that they’re creating, that simply
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is not their own?
Passion is a lifelong skill. Passion does not end at 65, passion lasts forever. Caught up in the
external world, one can forget the feeling of passion. Some may have never experienced the true
feeling of passion. Where hours turn to minutes, where minutes turn to seconds. That one guitar
song you wanted to learn, that painting that you never finished, the Sports career you never followed through with.
One must be able to experience things before they can like them. One must like something
before they can love something; then comes passion. Once passion is unlocked, one discovers a
purpose in something that has infinite value. In order to find your purpose in life, you must go
through new experiences. These experiences can be diverse, however they all have one commonality.
No matter the circumstance, experiences lay within the people.
The material world that we live in today consistently evolves. There will always be new cars,
a hotter girlfriend, a better job. Understand that anything real never dies, and anything that gives
you short term value is willing to leave you as quickly as it came to you. What is real? The things
that are real give you long term, fulfilling value. The idea of freedom is real, passion is real; purpose
is real.
Passion unlocks through experiences, and experiences lay within the people.
As the material world evolves, the people in the world are programmed to evolve and be
external with it. Unless you connect with people on a real level, the connection will be just as shallow as the experiences that lay within the material world. Social Dynamics teaches you how to create genuine connections, based off of genuine intent, and real conversations.
This book was inspired directly from my mentors, Cam Adair and Kevin Choo. Without their
leadership and guidance I never would have came to the point in my life where I currently stand.
For them, I am eternally thankful. I would also like to dedicate this book to my social circle, who
continues to be an influence on my life and the passion that lay within my life. My hours have
turned to minutes, and my minutes to seconds as a result of the individuals who continue to push
me in the direction I want to go.
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SECTION 1: AWAKENED
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Chapter 1: In the Beginning
It’s 3:02pm on a sunny Saturday afternoon. John and Jane are watching television while
their 3 year old son plays with his building blocks on the carpet beneath their feet.
Overlooking their son, John can’t help but feel a sense of contentment with his child. In only
36 months he’s learning how to spell. The blocks that he plays with stack up and spell out his name.

JACK
As if struck by lightning, Jack gets up in a panic. He waddles towards the kitchen with a certain determination. Left, right, left, right, but instead of heading towards the cookie jar, he takes a
sharp turn into the room beside the kitchen.
John: Honey! I think Jack’s going to the washroom!
John and Jane stand upright and run to the washroom to be greeted by a pleasant surprise;
Jack is sitting on the potty his loving parents purchased for him. Baffled but exuberant, John and
Jane close the door and relish in the moment.

********************
“Why am I reading a book about potty training!?”
The above metaphor is the best one to describe one of time’s most inquisitive questions.
How did languages come to be? It seems that one day, we went from cave men to Egyptians within
the span of 1,000 years.
All scientists know is that millions of years ago, we had this innate ability to communicate
with each other. It wasn’t as if every man was able to communicate with every man, however separate communities learned how to communicate within their community to each other. It is said that
we at first communicated through the use of signals, and then “somehow, someway”, as Jack going
to the potty, we just came to a certain stage in our development where language was the next step.
It wasn’t as if one day we woke up and created the dictionary, but as the bird learns to sing
with it’s fellow mates, we learned how to speak to each other. At first it was signals, and than language, but it was all for one purpose.
Communication.
If we cannot communicate with one another, we cannot live together. Effective communication of wants and needs must be communicated for a relationship to exist. In the beginning, we
learned how to develop relationships with each other so we could effectively exchange wants and
needs between one another. It started out with grunts, now we have language as a tool on our belt.
Kevin Choo from Kingpin Social has been credited with the re – development of these ideas.
Relationships have been around since we came to exist as one race, however never before have
they been developed like this.
Relationships = Life
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What is a Relationship?
A relationship is any connection between two entities where there is an exchange of value.
In order to live amongst one other in harmony, we must be able to communicate what we perceive
as valuable, and exchange value with one another.
You have a relationship with everything in your life. You have a relationship with your car,
with your house, with your computer, with your family, with your friends and even with your enemies. The strength of these relationships are based on the amount of value exchanged between the
two entities.
What is Value?
Value is relative to the individual. In the external world we’re taught how to communicate
value on an external level. Do a better job (give me value), and you’ll get a raise(and I’ll give you
value).
Money is the physical presence of value. If we want to get something from the store, we
give them value so that they can give us more of the same value that we want. Every time we purchase a product, we exchange value with the store.
Honest, effective communication is an internal way of exchanging value. If you want to make
a friend, the two of you share real life stories and bond on shared experiences. We must exchange
internal value for a real connection to exist. Think the best friend you talk for hours upon hours
with; no matter the time spent apart that connection always exists.
Value exists in everything. Value exists within me, value exists within you, and life itself is
based on an exchange of value. Back when we were cavemen, if we weren’t able to communicate
our wants and needs to each other and exchange at a happy medium we would not have been able
to co – exist.
Value is only value, when perceived by the eyes of another to be valuable. What I find valuable, you may not. I might find a friend who makes me laugh valuable, and you might have enough
friends that make you laugh. I find a person who takes the time to call me valuable, and you might
have enough friends that call you already.
Value is Relative, Based on Perspective.
Money is not the only form of value you can exchange with another individual. This is simply
the universal form, that everyone understands. There are unlimited forms of value, and there are
actually much more valuable forms of value. If you understand this, then you’ll start to see how
stupid money is, and how ignorant the people are who are consistently chasing more money, in the
process hurting others. Some put their sense of self worth on the line, doing a job they hate to “pay
the bills.” Money is needed for survival in the external world, however… money is an external form
of value that is most often used to trade for materialistic options.
What if you understood how to exchange internal value? Do you know what internal value
is? Do you understand what kind of internal value you have to offer? You must find yourself, in
yourself, so that you can ground yourself.
Kingpin Social bases its programs off of the understanding of how to communicate real, in-
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ternal value. We at Kingpin Social are Social Scientists, basing our findings off of real life experience,
consistent social exposure with the genuine intent of communicating on an internal level.
We believe the communication scale to be this.

In the above diagram, if “1” is least effective and “10” is the most effective, 1 is external
communication and “10” is internal communication. External communication is talking about
people, events, material things. Internal communication is talking about ideas, developing ideas,
sharing passions, sharing purpose.
“Small minds talk about ideas. Mediocre minds talk about events. Great minds talk about ideas. Brilliant minds develop ideas to the point of implementation.”
-

David O Neil

What if you understood external and internal value, and you understood how to communicate on both levels? With this ability, you would be engineering a system where the exchange of
value favors you, and what you perceive as valuable. Understanding, and giving people new kinds of
value, means that people start to perceive you as valuable.
They want to give you value, they know how to through external forms (money, job opportunities, promotions, dates). If you find yourself, and communicate value within yourself, that
means you know how to access that real level of connection with yourself. Transfer this into the
world, exchanging value on an internal level means that the external chases you.
Since Day 1, life itself has been based off an exchange of value.
Choose to be ignorant to the system, or realize that it exists, it’s happening in front of your
face either way. Make the smart love and start to understand it. There are those who choose to
take value, the thief from the store. Some choose to exchange value, the money paid for a full tank
of gas.
The enlightened individual understands how to build Win – Win relationships based on giving value. This is what the Kingpin Philosophy is based off of, and we engineer every relationship in
our life to be on the positive spectrum. At Kingpin Social, we believe in engineering relationships in
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our life to be the most effective, on an internal level. Our teachings are based off of this concept,
and we design our programs, for every single individual that we teach, to engineer their life to be
equally as fulfilling.
This is not the value, in the Kingpin Philosophy though. The value that we have to offer is
teaching you how to enlighten yourself. When you become enlightened, your presence automatically enlightens others. Social Dynamics is based off of Win – Win relationships. If everybody wins,
than nobody loses.
The core of communication with Social Dynamics is understanding what people perceive as
valuable, and finding the most effective way to communicate that value to them.
There are close to 7 billion people in the world. You don’t have to connect with everyone,
you just have to connect with the people that give you the options that you want. Whether those
options be career, dating, or to further your passion in life. In this lifetime, it is impossible to talk to
7 billion people on an individual, real basis. Your time is limited by your life span.
That means that you have unlimited options.
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Chapter 2: The Power of an Option
**BUZZ*
Your eyes slowly awaken as you look over at your alarm clock. “8:30am” it reads.
“Here we go again” you think to yourself, as you pull your blankets over your shoulders,
tucking them into your chest. The calendar reads Saturday, as your mind begins to race about
potential outcomes for the day. You didn’t get much sleep last night. John was over playing video
games till 2am. You knew you had to work today, but whenever those games are on, it’s easy to get
lost in the moment.
Brutal.
You manage to roll yourself into a seated position in the middle of your bed, legs hanging
off the edge. Blue boxer shorts and a white tank top, you’re ready to rock the day without changing
your underclothes. Your hands support you on the edge of your bed as you look up and see out into
the front yard.
The neighbor pulls out of his parking stall, with his surf boards latched onto the top of his
Hummer. You can’t help but feel a knot tighten in your stomach as you see him with a huge smile
on his face, his muscular arms hanging out the window of his Hummer as he pulls away laughing. Of
course; three smoking hot girls smile at his laugher in adoration.
Fucker.
Your hands push you off the bed and onto your feet, where you turn to the right and walk
to your stand up mirror. You saunter over to the mirror and look into your own eyes. The gaze from
your toes up to meet your eyes passes slowly, as a question mutters out of your mouth, as if raised
directly from the subconscious.
“What does he have that I don’t?”

********************
Attraction is Attractive
We are all operating under two universal laws. Gravity is one of those laws, and attraction is
the other. I’m not saying that I believe in the law of attraction, in fact I don’t believe in the law of attraction. I’ve broken it down into something logical. I’m talking about attraction, as in things we are
attracted to.
How does one define attraction, though? There are so many different things that can be attractive, and so many different metaphors can be used to describe attraction.
In a coffee meeting with Kevin and I, we discussed attractive qualities and Kevin came up
with a universal parallel for all attractive qualities. Kevin came to the conclusion that anything can
be attractive. Attraction is based on perspective. In order to have a firmer understanding, let’s look
at some of the external factors that make up an attractive male.
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Traits of an Attractive Male:
-

Nice Smile

-

Nice Car

-

Good Job

-

Physically Fit

If you have a nice smile, it is likely that more people are going to be around you when you
smile. You are likely to attract an audience with your smile, simply by sharing it with the world.
When more people desire your presence, you have more options.
When you have a nice car, it is likely that people are going to respect you for that car. It is
a instant sign of status, when a man has a nice car it probably means he has a good job. You have
more options.
If a man has a good job, that means he’s worked hard for that job. Anything worth money
that is respectable in today’s external society takes time to earn, and anybody that’s willing to put in
the time to earn something respectable is likely to be respected by his peers. When others respect
you, you have more options.
If a man is physically fit, it is likely to be recognized by individuals close to him and he is
likely to be consistently, publicly validated for his hard work and continuous effort in the gym. If he
works that hard on himself, it’s most likely that he’s able to apply that work ethic in other areas of
his life, and people are aware of this. If he takes himself seriously, more people are going to take
him seriously. He has more options.
It all boils down to options. One can choose to break down individual attractive qualities in
order to find what makes them attractive, but in the end, it all boils down to options. We all seek
more options, we’re always looking for the best option, we’re always choosing the best option. Attraction is based on perspective, but everyone finds options attractive.
People are always searching for the best option… well what is the best option?
Behind every single option in this world is a person.
Internal options, external options, people lay behind every single option you desire. You
want a new car? Go see the salesman. You want a raise? Talk to your boss. How about a new girlfriend? Go on a date with a girl. Even when you’re deciding what pizza place to order from you can
guarantee there’s a person on the other end of the line that’s going to receive your order. There are
7 billion people in this world, and each one of those people represents a potential option.
“People are options? It sounds like you’re using people.” Ahh, this is where the beautiful art
of Social Dynamics comes into play. Social Dynamics is not about using people as options, Social
Dynamics is about giving value to the potential options in your life. Give, and you shall receive.
Social Dynamics is about learning how to connect first on an external, than to an internal
level. Do this with anyone you choose and you will engineer a life where you are the successor. You
will engineer a life where you are alive, doing what you want with your life.
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Will Smith, I would love your perspective on this.
A firm understanding of the concepts of Social Dynamics gives you the ability to connect
with anyone, anywhere. That’s the key though, it’s not everyone. It can’t be. There’s 7 billion people
in this world, and you only have so much mental energy. One should be focusing their mental energy on how they can be the most productive, the most efficient. What is the best way to use Social
Dynamics to get the options you want out of this world?
First you have to pick the option you want. Go ahead, it can be anything. It can be writing,
it can be reading, it can be photography, it can be art. You can be anything that you want to be, because there are 7 billion people out there in this world today and I guarantee you at least a few of
them will be within your grasp of a potential network that could help you out. If they’re not in your
network, that’s okay. I’m about to show you how they will be.
First you must discover what path you want to go. Then you must dedicate yourself to that
path. Once you start walking, you will meet the people in life along your journey that will help you
get to your destination faster, ultimately monetizing your passion. That’s the key though, you’ve got
to take the initiative to start walking. I will be your tour guide, guiding you through the process of
the path of your passion. Guiding you through the path of exploring more options in this world. I
can only tell you the steps, it is you who must take them.
Behind every option is a person.
Living Social Dynamics is understanding how to rise above the system that society has inconveniently placed in your hands, and be the person you’ve always wanted to be. No more mediocrity,
being a spectator to the people on TV who are participating in their lives. It is time for you to live.
Living Social Dynamics is existing to live.
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Chapter 3:The System is Flawed
We are born free spirited, ambitious, determined children.
What makes Chinese people Chinese? Why do Australian born citizens have Australian accents? As an individual person, we become a result of our environment. Australia, Chinese, Canadian, American, either way, we are born into an external environment. We are born into an environment where the pursuit of money and security is passed onto us as the only option. Our once
innocent individuality is conformed to be a part of the external masses.
Not just in one, but in all areas of life. We’re born to understand that security is the best
option, thus, go to school and get a degree. We’re born to understand that owning more material
things is the best option to create more options, so a lot of humanity spends their time and energy
chasing the material wealth. We are born to believe that living to exist is the best option. Making
enough money to pay the bills, live with moderate luxury and drink away our weekends to go back
to work on Monday and do it all again.
Living to exist and only to pay the bills makes you forget how much you could love this life
that you live. How much do you love the life that you live?
We live in a social world, we are social creatures. Even before language existed, we found
ways to communicate. We must communicate with each other for our wants and needs to be met
without hurting other individuals. We must communicate effectively between one another to co –
exist in the same environment.
We understand how to communicate with each other… however, although a social world,
we still haven’t learned how to communicate effectively with one another. There are still wars,
there are still murders, hate and miscommunication in the world. We are forced to believe that it’s
just part of humanity. Kingpin Social understands this, and we hate to have to be the ones to smack
the world in the face: all of these “natural” happenings of hate, murder, discrimination, war… they
all boil down to two simple things. Two simple things, that are under our control.
Mis - communication.
The answer to mis – communication and greed, is Social Dynamics.
The start of World War I was a simple miscommunication that lead to an assassination,
based on perception and assumption. The cause of World War II was an invasion on Poland from
Germany that didn’t need to happen, and it was based on taking value. The reason the spouse
cheats is the lack of communication between one another, on what each individual in the relationship perceive as valuable, or maybe one of the partners was greedy for more external pleasure. The
cause of all of the world’s problems boil down to mis – communication and greed.
Effective communication, based on understanding different perceptions of value, relative
to the individual, is the end of all wars and the start of a peace movement. Effective communication from one being to another means unlimited options, because there are 7 billion people in this
world. We have been raised in a society where the media portrays our society as negative, and
focuses on all the negative society has to offer. This negativity leaks into our perception and causes
all of our judgments and assumptions to be flawed. Every man for himself is the motto that exists in
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our capitalist society, and this mentality has caused us to be greedy and take as much value as we
possibly can.
Why do you go to post secondary?
“You’ll have all of these doors open for you, and you can pick the best one.”
Getting a degree limits you to the field you want to pursue your degree in; unless you
understand that you’re going to school to learn how to learn. When you get a degree, it is likely
that you’re going to be getting a job in that field.. if you’re lucky. If this is your passion, and if you
can find a job in that area based on the system society provides. Is post secondary the only option
for success? Society says yes, facts say no. Think Mark Zuckerburg. The most successful man in the
world didn’t graduate university. Is this to say that you should drop out? Nope, but understand
what Mark Zuckerburg did. He created the ULTIMATE form of Social Dynamics; Facebook. Talk about
people being Options, Mark Zuckerburg took that concept to the next level.
When you graduate any school, high school or post secondary, you have unlimited options.
You simply have to understand that people are options, and understand how to effectively communicate with people. Kingpin Social teaches you how to communicate with those people, any person
in a way that they perceive as valuable. If you’re not communicating with them in a way that they
perceive as valuable, you will be unable to develop a real, long – lasting relationship with them.
Society says go to school and get a degree, because a degree is a physical presence of the hard work
and effort you put into learning how to learn.
If you understood how to communicate internally, than you would understand how to bypass this external presence of hard work and cut to the core of communication. It’s not about what
you know; it’s about who you know.
We live in a social world, yet there was never a class on socializing. We were just put in a
classroom from Day 1 and expected to know how to talk to each other. Either way we’re going to be
talking to each other, wouldn’t it make sense to understand how to effectively communicate with
each other? No one ever told us how to effectively communicate with one another. Kingpin Social
understands that this is by far the most important part of our existence; for as Iron Sharpens Iron,
Man Sharpens Man.
Man cannot sharpen man, if man is to kill man with iron. We have not learned how to
sharpen one another effectively, because we have been raised to live in fear. We’ve been raised to
be a part of our environment, and our environment is one that lives in fear of standing out. That being said, everyone falls into conformity and mediocrity.
Get your High School diploma, and then you have two options.
1. Go to school, get a degree and get a secure job, enough to feed the family
2. Go into the “Real World” and fend for yourself
People don’t understand that we’re in the real world as soon as we’re put into a classroom.
You’re in the real world the day you step into Kindergarten. People spend all of this time trying to
“stop bullying” in school, when if you prevented the problem in the first place by teaching children
how to effectively communicate with each other, the problem never exists.
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Bullying is a cause and effect. Insecure bigger child gets his sense of self worth by demeaning others, instead of developing himself. If you taught children how to develop themselves, and to
give value to all people in the world, you fix the cause. Fix the cause, and the effect is gone.
Understanding how to give value, real value, is always the right move. Live selflessly, and you
will receive what you have given. Enough about my rant about elementary, once you graduate High
School you can either go to Post Secondary or into the world unknown. Is school a bad idea? Absolutely not. It’s a great idea if you know what you want to do with your life, and you have the funds
to spend your money on it. Some of Kingpin Social’s instructors possess degrees.
Society tells us it is the only option to get more options, and society is wrong. School’s value
is this; going to school teaches you how to learn. If you don’t know what you want to learn though,
going to school is pointless. In order to understand what it is that you want to learn, you must experience new things. The universal tie behind all experiences is not school, the universal tie behind all
experiences is people.
Society gives us the education system based on the average individual. As a unique individual if you go to school and you learn how to learn, you can take those lessons into the world and
be unlimited with them. We haven’t been taught to learn how to learn in any other way, except for
school. Why would the world teach you how to be self – sustaining without post secondary? This
is the falling of the education system. The education system is smart, and it is in place to help the
generations to come, be the best they can be. The education has one fundamental flaw, though. It
does not teach you how to effectively communicate with the individual.
We have Social Anthropology, that dives into the study of social groups… but how much are
they studying how to apply the theory of social groups? Social Anthropology is a good idea, but it
does not give you the option of application of the theory they teach.
This option is Social Dynamics.
Social Dynamics is the smart option. Learning Social Dynamics is understanding how to
communicate value in a way that is valuable to both parties in an individual relationship. Social Dynamics does not just study group dynamics, Social Dynamics studies the relationships between two
individual entities, and teaches one how to apply the theory understood by the widespread masses.
The gap between knowledge and application is large, the instructors of Social Dynamics pride themselves in application.
Kingpin Social teaches you how to communicate with people in way that they perceive as
valuable. It doesn’t matter if you’re in a romantic relationship, Social Dynamics is understanding
how to improve every social interaction in your life. Behind everything you want in this life there is
a person, understanding Social Dynamics is knowing how to get anything you want in this world…
by giving freely.
The meaning of life may be unknown… but we are here. To make the best of this life would
be the most sense. The search for happiness is arguably the best option, while being considerate to
the whole of humanity.
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Self esteem comes from giving value freely, expecting nothing in return. By giving value
freely to the relationships in your life, the relationships in your life become positive. If one is a result of their environment, and their environment is positive, that means by default, one is a positive
individual.
This is something bigger than me, bigger than you, bigger than Kingpin Social. Social Dynamics has the power to save the world, and our message starts with this book. It continues with the
endless spread of the concepts in this book.
Welcome to the peaceful world.
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Chapter 4: The Evolution of Social Dynamics
Kingpin Social is going to start out by telling you this; Social Dynamics wasn’t always what
we’ve evolved it into. In fact, the concepts of Social Dynamics were built off of something external.
Kingpin Social has turned something external into something revolutionary.
The ideas in this book are not mine. I am not the creator of these ideas, merely one of the
many who have taken the time to re – develop these ideas. Understand that the fundamental concepts described in this book have been tried, tested and developed over time and we’re bringing
them to you… up to this point. We, at Kingpin Social, are Social Scientists. The theory in this book
has been tried and tested thousands of times combined by our instructors and the students that we
teach.
We are creators, innovators, guinea pigs to our own theory.
The Social Dynamics theory in this book is exclusive, but it is only up to this point. Every
week it is evolving. Every week it is becoming clearer. Kingpin Social is writing this book so that you
can help us re – develop these concepts. Kingpin Social is writing this book so that you, too, can be
enlightened to the knowledge that has forever changed not only our lives, but strengthened every
relationship in it. Enlightenment seems pretty surreal, doesn’t it?
It’s not as hard as the world has made it out to be.
All ideas are redeveloped off of the brilliant ideas already brought into humanity. Although
man passes on, an idea exists forever. Kingpin Social has cultivated a social circle of intellectual
minds and people driven to make a difference, and we’ve created an idea that will change the
world. This book is the beginning of an idea that will exist forever.
I’m proud and ashamed to say that Social Dynamics started out with Pick Up. There are
those who may have heard of the concepts of Pick Up, New York Bestseller “The Game”, written by
Neil Strauss, is a good starting point for those who want to understand the template.
What is Pick Up?
Practicing Pick Up is studying the ability to learn different lines, different routines and tactics
to socialize with women. All of these routines are based on human behavior, NLP and psychology
based. The Pick Up community helps you understand how you can go out into the world and create
more external options for yourself, in the form of beautiful women.
I am an extremely driven individual. Theconcepts of Pick Up presented to me, I went out
and began to explore the social world that we live in today. I went out 5 days a week for two years
straight. Through trial and error, I learned what made people tick. Through continuous social exposure with the sole intent of improving my social skills, I began to develop the skill set I carry with me
today.
At the start of my “Pick Up” run, I had routines. I studied lines, routines and gimmicks to
mask the 16 year old boy that hid beneath the lines. I found myself at the mall 5 times a week with
my two best friends. Over time, I grew more and more confident. This confidence allowed me to
land a girlfriend with the study of this concept so flawed.
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I hadn’t developed my internal self, though. The relationship seemed like a beautiful dream;
too good to be true. Deep down I felt like I didn’t deserve the girlfriend that I had landed. The relationship was good for awhile, the confidence I had developed through Pick Up transferred over into
my relationship. I was able to live happily, in ignorance… for awhile.
It came to an end as quickly as it started, though. 6 months into seeing the girl that I thought
I loved, I began to fall apart. I wasn’t going out to meet new people anymore, and this is where I derived my sense of confidence. My insecurities came to the surface, and I began to realize that I was
not the man I pretended to be. The girl that I was with noticed too, and she left the boy beneath
the man.
The relationship ended and with it came a period of depression in my young life. At the age
of 18 years old I spent 8 months in depression, smoking marijuana twice a day to forget the pains of
my insecurities. These 8 months crawled by, living day to day, paycheque to paycheque, looking for
anything to give me the high that would escape me from my sad reality.
Then Cam Adair, from Kingpin Social stumbled into my life. The pages of my life began to
turn, and within 2 months of meeting Cam I had moved into a Downtown Condo with him. Cam
Adair exists in Calgary as the top Lifestyle Coach, and with him as my mentor I began to go out to
the clubs 3 – 4 nights a week.
I didn’t do it like other “Pick Up artists” did though. I went out and didn’t have any lines, or
routines to start conversations with girls. I learned my lesson the first time.
I would have one or two conversation starters planned out before the beginning of the
night, and I would go out and start conversations with those lines. After I delivered the conversation
starters, I believed in living in the moment and enjoying the conversation. “Pick Up” tactics told you
that you should plan out your conversation beforehand, planning meticulous responses for everything that she had to say.
I didn’t believe in this superficiality, not anymore. I wanted to develop myself into a real
man, not mask myself as something and hide the un – developed boy within myself. I wanted to
bring that boy to the surface and force him to become a man.
This gave me an advantage over every other guy out there, because studying a script is designing something that was meant to be acted out. A conversation is not meant to be acted out, so
socializing with the intent of improving, with a script, is limited. Beneath the lines, the insecurities
still exist. The best way to learn how to converse is to understand the template of conversation, and
fill in the gaps with your life experience.
I learned how to develop my mindsets.
Going out as much as I was, building the external connections that I was, began to seem
meaningless. I never took these connections outside of the club, it seemed the only thing I would
ever have with me is a “club social skills” skill set, which is useless in the category of overall lifestyle.
I began to feel empty.
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One can only search for one kind of option (in my case, women) for so long before they realize that the option they’re seeking isn’t going to fill the hole inside of their soul. Whether that option that they’re seeking be money, girls, or to get the promotion at work. Once you get the money,
once you get the girls, once you get the promotion… you realize you still feel the need for more. The
capitalist society we live in is always saying “More, More, More.”
“What next?” I began to ask myself.
I began to notice that my wingman started to socialize with the club managers when we
were out. This is something that I never did, I tended to stick to the girls. I knew what to say to the
girls, I didn’t know what to say to the club managers. I didn’t see them as people, I saw them as
figureheads. I didn’t know how to talk to a figure above me, I only knew how to talk to a person on
my level.
Over time, the relationship started to develop between my wingman and the club managers.
We started to notice that every time we went out, there would always be a guest list waiting for us.
It was like we didn’t even have to ask. This was good, because this taught us our first valuable lesson that Pick Up would not teach us. My wingman taught me the importance of networking.
Networking is making connections outside of one’s current social circle. As people we habitually develop comfort zones, in the form of social circles, and tend not to venture outside of those
comfort zones. This is because inside of our social circle, everybody understands us. At our core, we
all want to be understood, so in order to risk the possibility of someone not understanding us, we
stick to those who know us best.
I wasn’t very good at networking, I wasn’t interested in networking. I was a firm believer
that my friends were good enough as it is, and that any more friends was just a waste of my time
and energy.
How wrong I was.
The events that unfolded over the next couple of months, looking back now, seem severely
incomprehensible. At the time, I couldn’t believe they were a part of my reality. Things were happening so fast that I didn’t have time to sit back and enjoy the ride. In these two months I learned
more about my world than I had learned my whole life. In these two months, I started to see myself
for who I really was. The boy beneath began to develop into the man on the surface.
I began to learn that I had value to offer, and that these people that I perceived as “high
value” were just like you, and just like me. It doesn’t matter whether you’re a celebrity, a CEO, a
manager, a successful entrepreneur, a homeless man, or even a hermit who never leaves the basement. We are all cut from the same cloth. Looking back now, at the mediocre life I believed that I
was destined to live, I’ve risen above everything I believed to be conceivable.Social Dynamics allowed these events to happen.
This is my story, and how Social Dynamics evolved from the eyes of my soul. The concepts in
this book are not mine, they are the concepts re - developed through the great minds that surround
me. Credit for all of these concepts go to Kevin Choo and Cam Adair of Kingpin Social. Extra inspiration for this book goes to Mikey B, Eugene Helland, Mike Zharkowski and Daniel Fexa.
This book is a physical manifestation of the inspiration provided by my environment.
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SECTION 2: AWAKENED
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Chapter 1: Pick Up to Social Dynamics
Kingpin Lifestyle Article: “Warning: Are You Fundamentally Flawed?”
Author: Cam Adair
Yesterday I was hanging out with Kevin and a few other friends in my living room. As normal
the conversation revolved around Social Dynamics and the Pick Up community. At one point Kevin
explained how Pick Up is fundamentally flawed, which I thought was a great topic for today’s post.

What do you mean, Pick Up is Fundamentally Flawed?
Pickup is fundamentally flawed because it is based on taking value. When you are operating
from a mindset of “taking value”, you never win. One person is getting something, while the other is
not. It’s only a matter of time before this blows up in your face.
Here’s an example:
The main goal of a “Pick Up artist” is to meet a girl and then sleep with her. Of course I don’t
think there is anything wrong with this, sex is a huge part of your life. Where Pick Up goes wrong is
with the mindset behind it.
When two people hook up, it is an equal exchange of value. However, the majority of the
time one person’s intentions are going to be different than the others. It’s pretty common that one
person believes something more is going to come after it, which I would say is more common from
a female perspective. By sleeping with her when you know nothing else is going to happen after,
you are taking value. This is the approach of the Pick Up artist.
One-way to avoid this is by being upfront about your intentions, something “pick-up artists”
aren’t taught. They are taught to use different tactics and techniques to break through resistance,
getting to the goal of sleeping with her. It’s very outcome oriented.
The Pick Up community isn’t only negative though. There is plenty you can learn from it if
you have the right mindset. One cool concept the community talks about is to “leave the girl better
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than you found her”. I think Neil Strauss said this, and I agree with it.
However if you sleep with a girl knowing things aren’t going to progress anywhere, it doesn’t
matter how good you leave her, the fact that you left her is taking value.
And taking value is fundamentally flawed.

Uh Oh. Now What?
You study Social Dynamics instead.
Social dynamics is about giving value, and giving value freely. It’s the complete opposite approach.
Just think about it…
Who doesn’t want to help that guy who gives and gives, expecting nothing in return?
Through So cial Dynamics you become that guy.
The power of Social Dynamics is in the little things: Like your car breaking down, but you
know someone who could fix it, and since you’ve helped them freely… they will help you.
You might even know this guy only because you took the time to connect with him at the
club instead of only focusing on picking up girls all night.
Or maybe every morning at Starbucks you put in a bit of extra effort to brighten a baristas
day, and she ends up hooking you up with a free coffee.
Social Dynamics is always a Win – Win.

And it still involves meeting girls. It still involves the dating process. It just comes from a
place of giving value instead of taking. You leave the girl better off than when you found her because you bring value to her life. The level of intimacy you have with each girl you meet is subjective to the connection you two have: physically or emotionally.

In a nutshell…
Social Dynamics is your ability to influence your situation to live the life you want to live.
(You do this by giving value freely)
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Social Dynamics is NOT your ability to influence your situation to get people to do what you
want them to do. (This is taking value, a pick-up artist approach)
Social Dynamics allows you to become unlimited. How could you stay in Pick Up when you
have a girlfriend? It’s pretty difficult, especially when your motivation fades quickly. I’ve seen this a
million times. This is not the case with Social Dynamics. Married, single, or in a relationship, you can
learn a great deal by studying Social Dynamics. Male or Female, you can learn a great deal by studying social dynamics.
You can continue to grow each and every day. You can continue to optimize your life to be
the one you want it to be: a life full of passion, purpose, great friends and intimacy, a life that you
do not have to be ashamed of in any way whatsoever. A life of social influence.

********************
Pick Up is fundamentally flawed, but the greatest lesson that Pick Up has to offer is this: in
order to solve social awkwardness, you must be socially exposed.
This can happen in any environment where there is mass amounts of people. This is the
same reason as going to the Gym to get fit is important. The smart individual knows to go somewhere where there’s a lot of equipment to work with. If you want to learn how to socialize, it’s
important to go somewhere where there’s a lot of people you can socialize with.
Social circles are our biggest comfort zone. We all live to be understood at our core, and our
friends are individuals who always understand us.
The way you do something, is the way you do everything.
Learn how to abolish this comfort zone, and this habit begins to fall into every area of your
life. The only reason we live in mediocrity is that it’s comfortable to do so. It’s uncomfortable to
follow your dreams, to pursue your passions knowing there is a chance of failure. However, if you
learn to abolish your biggest comfort zones, your social circles, this habit begins to fall into other
areas of your life. Success, happiness, passion… all of these things are uncomfortable.
What if you knew how to destroy your comfort zones?
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Chapter 2: Blinded by External Options
The Story: Part 1
_________________________________________________________________
It started out with the Club Managers. One of my wingman, we’ll call him Jeff, decided that
it would be a good idea to grab the club manager’s number. It seemed to make sense, I mean… we
were going there every week anyways. Why not be friends with the manager?
I can remember the first time I saw Jeff network with the manager of one of the downtown
nightclubs. It was pretty busy, and as the manager walked by Jeff stuck out his hand to greet the
Manager.
Jeff: Hey!!
Manager: Hey man.
Jeff: I just wanted to say I’m having a great time. I love your venue!
Manager: Oh thanks man!
Jeff: Yeah, you’re doing a really good job managing here. How long have you been here?
I sat back and watched as Jeff and the Manager talked. I was intrigued, I had never seen this
before. I knew Jeff had pretty tight game when we were talking to girls, but I didn’t know about his
social abilities outside of talking to girls. Yet, here he was, showcasing his social skills in front of a
Manager of a Downtown Night Club.
The Manager looked at Jeff and I, waved us downstairs with his finger and took us to the bar.
He bought us both a drink, and Jeff made sure to grab his number after having a two minute conversation with him about the bar. It all seemed so natural, so smooth.
Huh. It was that easy?
Jeff walked towards me with an ear to ear grin on his face.
Brian: How’d that happen!?
Jeff: I just said Hi!
This is the connection that would get me into the Downtown Night Clubs as a Bartender. At
this point Jeff and I were still going hard with Pick Up, and we were still going out to the nightclubs
3 – 4 nights a week. Our intent? Socializing with the opposite sex.
I never had any scripts, only conversation starters. Kingpin Social taught me that lines and
routines were useless, because they were presenting something false. I learned my lessons from
the conversations that I had. If and when the conversation went well, I didn’t record the context of
the conversation. I recorded my mindset at the time. How was I feeling? What was I thinking about?
What did her body language look like? How was our eye contact? What was the overall vibe of the
interaction?
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Jeff stayed in contact with the Night Club Manager.
Up to this point, this had been my biggest weakness. I would always be able to go out to
the club and get the number, but I’d never follow up and set up a hang out outside of the club. I
didn’t know how to, and at this point it was outside of my comfort zone. I was unable to see it as a
comfort zone, so I just didn’t do it. Jeff, on the other hand, saw the value in setting up these connections. I can remember some of the conversations I had with Jeff about grabbing the Manager’s
numbers, and he told me that “it’s just smart!”
It was a long day; the day Jeff and I had the conversation that would change my life.
On the train ride home from my daytime job at Jamesons. I was not in a good mood. I was
supposed to be off at 5, didn’t get out of there until 7. I felt under – appreciated. Over worked, under paid. I was living to exist.
I felt like they didn’t recognize the hard work I put in every day to get to that job. As a daytime bartender, I got up at 8am every morning to take the train across the city, and took the train
back to get back to my condo at 7pm. This happened 5 days a week, only to make 20 dollars per day
in tips, plus minimum wage. I lived in a condo that cost me $925.00 a month, I had to save every
penny. I was frustrated, and I can remember expressing my concerns to Jeff.
Brian: Man. Today sucked balls. I just can’t get over how the night time bartenders make so
much more money than I do, yet I get all of the bitch work.
Jeff: Yo man. I have an idea. Why don’t you guest bartend?
Brian: What do you mean?
Jeff: I know the manager. I could introduce you, and you could guest bartend at the nightclub.
At first the idea sounded so obscene that I almost didn’t consider it. I brushed him off,
thanking him for the offer but telling him I wasn’t really interested. I didn’t know what to say to the
manager, and Jeff wanted to introduce me. I was trying to come up with some lines, or some context for conversation between the Manager and I, but I couldn’t. I didn’t have routines that would
work with the managers.
I was good at talking to girls, not at talking to dudes.
Jeff was sneaky. The next time we were at the Nightclub, I got called over to the Manager
with Jeff, and Jeff introduced me.
Jeff: This is my friend Brian! He’s really interested in guest bartending here.
Manager: Hey Brian, I’m Manager.
I introduced myself and we talked for a few minutes. I don’t remember much of the conversation, I was handling myself way better than I thought the interaction would go. This was good, this
move showed me what I was made of. I told him that I believed I could bring a lot of people, I knew
a tonne of people that went out to nightclubs. This was the advantage of going out 3 – 4 nights a
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week. I had a lot of value that I could offer this nightclub.
I didn’t think on how big this opportunity would be, I was stoked to guest bartend in a nightclub, that I had made it this far. I was out at clubs 3 or 4 times a week anyways. I may as well bartend at one of my hot - spots. I see clubs as a High School. The same people go there, 2 or 3 times a
week and they become good friends. Then other people see you talking to a lot of people, and you
quickly gain social proof in the club. The popular kids are the staff of the Night Club. As a customer,
if you know the people in the venue and the staff in the venue, new strangers are more receptive to
you when you approach them.
It only makes sense.
The Manager told me that he was excited to see what I could do. I was always good at talking a good game. Could I produce, though? I sensed this as a big opportunity. He told me that I had
a shift in 3 weeks time. I wasn’t going to pass this up.
The only word that I could use to capture my emotion was… exhilaration.
I got home and went on Facebook right away. I made the event for 3 weeks time, and invited all of my friends. I made sure I went out of my way to bring a lot of people, asking for personal
favors and making those connections right before the weeks coming up. I sensed this as my opportunity. I wasn’t going to let it slip.
Instead of going out and socializing with girls, I started to socialize with everyone.”Come
visit me next week at Nightclub! I’m guest bartending,” was the conversation that I would have with
every new friend that I made.
The days leading up to my first shift seemed to crawl by. I made sure I was talking to as many
people as I could to get down and support me. I was excited to go to bed every night, so I could
wake up the next day and be one day closer to the big show.
I remember ducking underneath the top of the bar, and stepping behind the bar for the first
time. I felt like I belonged here. It had only been 5 months since I had moved in with Cam, and in
that time span I had escaped my definition of mediocrity. 5 months ago, sitting in the Bragg Creek
liquor store, I managed to Kijiji my way into a bartending job at a Local Pub. 5 months later, and I
had Social Dynamics’d my way into one of Calgary’s hottest Night Clubs.

Enlightened to the Power of Networking
It all started with a handshake. The reason that I got the job was that Jeff decided to stick
out his hand and thank the Manager for being at his venue. A decision so miniscule in the moment,
that lead to the biggest opportunity of my life so far. I acquired my definition of a dream job, at the
time, because of one of my best friends decided to stick out his hand and thank the manager.
Cam had been trying to teach me the importance of networking at this point in my life. I was
too focused on picking up girls to care about networking. Who needs it? I wanted to be a Kingpin
Social Instructor, so I thought that I needed the club social skills to show students how to socialize. I
was proven wrong when Jeff shook the Manager’s hand at the Downtown Night club.
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This was the first piece of the puzzle on the road to my discovery of Social Dynamics. My
crew was already discovering it. I was the late bloomer.
Cam was right. I started seeing the value in networking. Once I got the job, I began to slowly
shift my focus to networking. I still loved talking to girls, but man. Networking was powerful.
At the time I realized that it was Jeff’s efforts that got me the job in the first place. Motivated by vision, I began to expand my network beyond my current social circle to push my limits,
and see what I could do. I talked to Cam about how I could shift away from girls and over to the
networking side of socializing. Everywhere I went I tried to scope out the manager and thank him
for having me, and grab his number. When I was working at Nightclub I made sure that I was making
friends with my managers, having conversations whenever I could. I help them by bringing people,
they help me by giving me a sweet job. Win – Win.
At the time I didn’t understand value, and people’s perception of value. I knew that they
liked it when I brought down people though, and when I worked hard when I was there. I partied
like crazy behind the bar too, and they seemed to like that. I tried to make friends with my managers.
Jeff started to drop out of Pick Up. Jeff met a girl who he was incredibly fond of, and believed he could develop a successful relationship with her. Kingpin Social hadn’t fully developed
Social Dynamics yet, so there was no point on him going out. Jeff and I went out to primarily meet
new girls. Jeff now had 3 – 4 nights a week that he could spend being productive, because sitting
around wasting time on Television simply wasn’t an option.
Jeff: I’ve always loved photography. I went out today and bought a $1,500.00 camera! I think
it’d be awesome to shoot photos in a nightclub.
I liked the idea.
It was something that Jeff tried to drop on Manager, but Jeff and Manager’s connection had
slipped a bit since Jeff hadn’t been going out. I was at the point where I had developed a solid connection with the Manager, and it was my turn to repay the favor of Jeff getting me this job in the
first place. Through Social Dynamics, I engineered a situation where I gave Jeff value, by getting him
into the nightclub taking pictures. He had already engineered one of the most valuable things for
me, by landing me a job at the nightclub.
Welcome to the exchange of value.
Genuine understanding of someone else’s perception of value allows for a deeper connection. Giving someone that value allows for the connection to strengthen, where more perceived
value can be exchanged.
I talked to Manager and told him that we could use a photographer for our Tuesday nights.
He agreed, and Jeff was in the following week shooting photos for us. Networking… so powerful.
The Story: Part 2
As I started to see the value in Networking, I started to do more and more of it myself. I started
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doing favors for people for the sake of doing favors, I started working hard because I knew that’s
what my bosses liked. They gave me the job that I love, why wouldn’t I work hard when I was there?
I looked around and saw people taking for granted the lifestyle that they live. 3 nights a week,
$300.00 cash per night? Of course I’m going to work hard for the nightclub. A 19 year old couldn’t
ask for a better job.
It was a rainy May afternoon when I awoke on a Wednesday morning. I rolled out of my bed
to grab my phone that was laying on the floor. “12:30” it read. I looked at my phone to see the pictures from last night as the backround. A very cute bartender I worked with was kissing me on the
cheek beneath the time on my phone. I glanced over towards the mirror, and saw a big wad of cash
hanging out of my wallet.
I walked over to the wallet, picked it up and caught my gaze as I looked into the mirror. I
burst out laughing instantaneously, as I felt the exhilaration running through my bones. I love my
love, was the only thought running through my mind.
I have a tendency to seek out male mentors in my life. Cam Adair was gone on a 5 week
tour of the States at this point in my life. As a driven, young individual I was in seek of a mentor. I
was blinded by the club industry and didn’t see Kevin standing by the side, waiting to help me, so I
looked to my General Manager of the Nightclub for leadership.
The day came when I woke up to an interesting text. I had developed a bit of a relationship with my General Manager, and had been making an effort to make that connection through
the phone. I had become sure that I was there to stay, people began to believe in me. I wanted to
stay in the good books with my General Manager. I made sure that I was texting him actively, and I
noticed that he returned the effort.
One day I woke up to a text that read:
“Hey. I have a Ladies Night Manager position open for you. I think you’d be a good fit for the position. “
It was my General Manager. I didn’t think twice.
I noticed that I had grown my network exponentially since I started there. I started to stay
in contact with everyone regularly, I made sure that my friends were taken care of when they came
down to the club. I brought as much value to the club as I possibly could, and because of that they
offered me a management position, at the age of 19. I had only worked at the Night Club for a
month’s time.
I was stoked.
I started to drop out of Pick Up. My time was so limited with the amount of work I had to do
as the Manager, that I didn’t have time to go out and talk to girls. I didn’t have time to go out and
get numbers, that I wasn’t going to call anyways. The only time I had, was time that I had to focus
on my Night Club. I took ownership of it, it was my baby.

I didn’t notice it happening, but my friends started to fall away.
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Jeff got hard into photography and used his networking skills to get jobs at other Night
Clubs. Jeff landed jobs shooting for some of the world’s best DJ’s (Armin Van Buuren, Tiesto, Above
and Beyond) and this was all just a month into him buying a camera. It was mind blowing. This was
all happening because Jeff and I had decided to be assertive in sticking out our hand, assertive in
pursuing opportunities presented before us.
Jeff understood that anything was possible, because Kingpin Social taught Jeff how to connect not just with girls, but with people.
My time was so dedicated to Nightclub that I didn’t notice my friends starting to fall away. I
began networking outside of my social circle, or what I had left of it, with intentions solely being to
make those connections. I didn’t know what I was making them for, but I was making those connections.
The Story: Part 3
Summer was closing in fast. I hadn’t noticed the time flying by, it had only been two months
since I started there. One of the other Managers was leaving to open a different night club, so it was
just me and the GM of the nightclub left there. A new Ladies Night Manager and a new GM running
a 700 person capacity nightclub, seemed like a dream.
The Night Club was going through some tough times. I had come in a transitional period,
but it was good for me and the Night Club. I needed the experience, they needed my network. Being the Ladies Night Manager, I didn’t believe that we could get the club to the level that we talked
about. This club wasn’t the best in Calgary, but I was determined to make it so. I like to take ideas
and run with them, especially when I believe in them. I believed in money and fame, at this point,
and I was determined to make it.
I wasn’t making the right amount of money for the work I was putting in as a Ladies Night
Manager. My personal life was suffering, my social circle was dwindling and I had no time for my
biggest passion in life; writing. I began to feel like something was missing. One day I walked into
work to be, what I thought at the time, pleasantly surprised.
GM: I want to make you a Manager. I want to give you Salary, and I want to make you my right
hand man.
My youthful mind filled with possibility, I jumped at the offer. I had only been working there
for two months. At 19 years old, I had managed to climb the ladder through the ranks to becoming
a Night Club manager. It was incomprehensible to think that a year ago at this time, I was sitting on
my couch smoking weed every day, hating my life. One year later I’m making salary, at a job that I
think I could fall in love with. It all started with Pick Up, and here I was, living my momentary dream.
Everyone is Knowledgeable, Few are Wise
That night I got home to send Cam a message of, what I thought would be, intrigue. Being a
manager at the Night Club, means that Kingpin Social would have unlimited access to Night Clubs!
I was ecstatic, I wrote Cam a two page long Facebook message explaining my thoughts, and why I
was taking the position. I didn’t receive a response that night. In fact, I didn’t receive a response at
all.
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I didn’t understand at the time what I had done. I had created a rift between me and my
life’s biggest mentor. I had moved in with Cam 8 months ago, and he had taught me everything I
knew up to this point. To Cam, on his 5 week tour of the States, he saw me betraying his company.
I planned on moving into the Night Club industry and leaving the company that had brought me to
this point. Without Kingpin Social, I never would have had this opportunity.
I was evolving beyond anything I had ever imagined to be possible. The less I focused on pick
up, the more I focused on enriching the social interactions that I was having at the Club. Enriching
the interactions, sticking them out through the awkwardness was something I was not interested
in. If I could go out and connect with any person that I wanted, why would I care about the relationships that already exist in my life? If they failed, I would simply go out and make new ones.
The time that I had to hang with my friends was limited. A blessing and a curse, I learned
how to make real friends out of strangers. Guys, girls, managers, bartenders, didn’t matter. Working
at the Night Club taught me the most valuable lesson of Social Dynamics so far. I wasn’t talking to
figureheads anymore.
I was talking to people.
I remember the day one of my best friends and business partners, Kevin, sat me down to
have a conversation. To this point, I had felt that Kevin and Cam were holding me back. I worked for
the duo at Kingpin Social as an intern, I had earned my internship right before I was blessed with my
Ladies Night Manager role.
Kevin and Cam were solely responsible for pushing me on the path that I wanted to go. I
was extremely driven, and I would take an idea, any idea, and run with it. Kevin and Cam used their
insight to push me to the level that I wanted to go. I was going to that level anyways, but Kevin and
Cam sped up the process by years.
If one is to dedicate themselves to the process of growing, and analyze their growth to
remove the setbacks and enhance the successes… let’s say that their perspective counts as 1 point.
Every time I would come home and analyze my night, or analyze my growth, I would gain 1 point of
growth. My perspective, too, is worth 1 point. Every time I get another intelligent perspective that
reflects upon my growth, I get another point. Now instead of one point, I have two. There is a community of 15 – 30 men dedicated to growth. + 30 points.
I was 19 years old, running a nightclub, loving my life. I didn’t think it could get any better.
I envisioned myself being General Manager of the nightclub before I was 20 years old, I wanted to
own it by the time I was 22 and be a millionaire by the time I was 25. I planned to retire by the age
of 30, using the Nightclub industry to assist me on my journey. I justified my nightclub experiences
with the idea that I was searching for experiences.
Brian: I want to wake up one morning, and decide to do whatever I want. Fly to Cuba, fly to Mexico,
go Skydiving. That is the lifestyle I want to live.
What I didn’t understand that it didn’t matter where I was. Cuba, Mexico, China, Canada. I
could travel the world and still not experience it. Land masses are just land masses, and once the
sparkling effect of the scenery wore off it would be just as exciting to me as the poster on my wall.
Experiences do not lay in the places, experiences lay in the people. I still didn’t understand how to
communicate with the people that meant the most to me.
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Flashback to when you were 14 years old. “We need to have a talk”, your parents would tell
you. My mentors did the same for me, and I was just as excited as you were at your vicarious age.
Kevin and I sat down to have “The Talk”. I never liked “The Talk”, usually it involved me
having some kind flaw, based on perception, that I had to fix. This time though, it wasn’t just a flaw
based on perception. This one hit home.
Kevin: You just need to figure out what direction you’re going in.
Brian: I feel like this is my opportunity. Everything happens for a reason. My networking is insane,
my status is there, I’m making a lot of money.
Kevin: Your networking is good? That’s one of the stupidest things I’ve ever heard.
Brian: What?
Kevin: Your networking? Your network is this, your social circle. By you networking, you’re allowing
people the ability to come into that circle. But how do you treat your circle? You don’t even call your
best friends man. When’s the last time you saw your best friend? When’s the last time you saw ANY
of your best friends?
3 months after releasing my book “The Kingpin Philosophy: An Outsiders Perspective on
the Power of Social Influence”, I was being destroyed by my own words. I had always thought that
you were an average of your close friends, but after this conversation I realized the truth. You are
not an average of your 5 closest friends, you are an average of the 5 people you spend the most
time with. You are you’re an average of your environment, and the people you spend time with
create your environment. The environment that I spent the most time with, wasn’t in line with the
person I wanted to become. Who was I?
I didn’t even know anymore.
I’m a believer in the idea of “ask yourself the same questions, you get the same answers.”
After Kevin left that day, telling me that I was losing my social circle, I was left to circulate my
thoughts. I was left with my own questions.
Over and over I ran the conversation through my mind as to what I wanted to do with the
ultimatum I was given. At this point I saw Kingpin Social holding me back. I loved being in the club,
I loved wearing the earpiece. I loved my current life, and I felt that I was being smacked in the face
for no reason.
The Unseen Inspiration of My Social Circle
I had made my decision. I was going to stay at Nightclub as a manager, and I was going to
make sure that I was a millionaire before I was 25. That would show Kevin and Cam.
“Who needs them? They don’t understand the world that I live in.”
Kevin and Cam at this point weren’t going out to nightclubs anymore. I looked at them, and
I saw that they were retreating into a comfort zone at their homes. What I didn’t see, is what was
going on behind the scenes. Kevin and Cam saw the club for what it was, an externally validated
environment, where internal connections were nearly impossible.
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I thought they didn’t understand my situation, and the exhilaration I experienced every time
I walked through the door. What I didn’t understand at the time was that the exhilaration I was experience wasn’t internal, it was external, and the exhilaration evolved with the environment. Busy
club, happy Brian. Slow club, sad Brian. My happiness lay in something external, and because of
this, it wasn’t even mine.
I couldn’t talk to Kevin or Cam anymore. Any time I did, I built up more resentment. Cam
and I lived in the same house and each day, not a word was spoken. I was at the office every day,
anyways. I didn’t see a need for communication.
Kingpin Social had been developing a social circle of highly intelligent, next level individuals.
It had been mine and Cam’s dream to have a social circle of dope dudes for the summer, and one
month into the summer we had created it.
I had been neglecting my social circle, I’d been so busy with work. Mikey B called me one
Monday morning, he told me he wanted to see me. I decided to tighten up my schedule with work,
so Monday afternoon I decided to go into Nightclub and clean the office head to toe. I could never
work in a dirty environment. The office was full of 3 years of filth.
4 hours later and a knock on the door, Mikey B showed up in the middle of my cleaning
spree. He came into the office and we began talking, of course the conversation naturally shifted to
my resentment towards Kevin and Cam. I felt like this was my opportunity to live my life, and that
Kevin and Cam were holding me back. I told Mikey B about my plans to step down from Kingpin
Social and pursue my path as a Nightclub Manager.
I talked for half an hour straight while Mikey B sat there and listened. He didn’t fight, didn’t
argue, just sat and listened. It was weird, I was expecting a rebuttal. I was expecting Mikey B to have
an argument for my resentment. He sat in silence. Mikey B understood, and he said he leveled with
where I was at and told me he’d be there to support me no matter my decision. In the moment, I
thought to myself that ‘this was one of the benefits of having real relationships.’
I felt justified with my decision to step down from Kingpin Social. I remember coming to a
close on my half hour long argument, I finally got it out. I had rehearsed it over and over in my head
for weeks, and releasing it was the best thing I could have done to clear my communication lines.
Mikey B told me that he wanted to take me out for sushi. I had just vented to him for half an
hour about the resentment I was feeling towards relationships in my life, and I felt that it was my
turn to listen to my long lost friend. It was amazing, taking a backseat role. I had been trying to be
the leader these last 3 months at the nightclub, and in every area of my life. Being the Manager at
the Nightclub got to my ego, but this time I sat back and listened.
I tripped out for a second as I looked up at the Downtown Skyscrapers. Mikey B and I sat
down on the chairs in the Sushi patio, as the warm summer breeze greeted my nostrils. Even the
Downtown gasoline smelled good. I looked across at my friend to notice him basking in the beauty
of the summer day, enjoying the moment as much as I was.
My closest friend began talking about some issues he was having in his life. A lifelong friend
risking loss, Mikey B talked about how him and his brother from birth started drifting apart since
his dedication to growth. Mikey B had been inspired by Social Dynamics, and the power of Social
Dynamics, and saw the potential value that lay in the skill set of developing Social Dynamics. He
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wanted his best friend since childhood to experience the same growth.
Mikey B: I feel like I’ve grown so much because of it man. I want my friend to grow with me, I miss
him. I love that guy. I put down 500.00 for his bootcamp because I wanted him to grow with me. I
think he actually hates me for wanting to help him.
I sensed the emotion in Mikey B’s eyes as he told me the story. His intention was not to steer
his friend off course, his intention was to help his friend grow. He did it in the best way he knew
possible, but instead of accepting his helping hand his friend resented him for it.
As Mikey B’s words came out of his mouth, I began to think about my conversation with Kevin three days ago. “You’re losing all of your friends man! Where do you want to go, the external
world or the internal world?” I don’t think I knew what the internal world was, of course I wanted
to go to the external world. The internal world was good friends becoming successful, based on
something real. The external world was the “get rich quick” scheme, the one that didn’t take into
account morality.
As Mikey B finished his story about his best friend, I understood his emotion. My conversation with Kevin ran through my head a second time, this time with a different perspective. I realized
that Kevin wasn’t trying to stop me.
He was trying to save me.
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Chapter 3: The Triangle of Social D

Maslow’s Heirarchy of Needs is tied directly in with Social Dynamics.
Management was a lot more than I thought it was going to be, and the only thing that it
gave me was the status. This is all I saw from the outside, and once the job was within my grasp I
was piled with the workload. I had updated my work on Facebook to “Nightclub Manager”, I wore
the earpiece in the club with pride and allowed it to do all of the work for me in my new social experiences.
The earpiece, though? I didn’t even see that as valuable anymore. I still felt incomplete. I
couldn’t describe it. I wasn’t going to the gym as much, I was drinking every night. I wasn’t happy
with where I was at in my life. I woke up every morning and pressed the snooze button as many
times as I possibly could. It was as if I had so much to do with the day, and I didn’t know where to
start. Instead of starting, I lay in bed, a victim to my warm blankets.
The dreaded day came, that I knew was going to come. The ultimatum. It wasn’t framed as
an ultimatum, because Kevin and Cam are smart. I was socially intelligent enough to understand it
as an ultimatum. I heard ultimatums aren’t good, I heard that they’re actually the backwards way to
progress in any situation.
Kevin: Look man. You’re going to have to pick what direction you want to go, because Kingpin Social
is going in a different direction than the Nightclub Industry. When we were Pick Up, that is what we
needed. This isn’t what we need anymore, Social Dynamics is so much more. That Nightclub limits
your vision in terms of Social Dynamics, so you must choose where you want to go. In the end, it is
your decision.
I knew Cam and Kevin had been driven to this point. Looking back on it now, I understood
why it had to happen. It had to happen because of my drive to run with an idea that I perceived as
valuable. I’ve always wanted to be successful, and I’ve always wanted the quickest way possible to
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do so. Working at the Night Club as a Manager was my road to success. Escaping mediocrity now
was the only option, and the Night Club industry gave me that avenue the fastest.
The idea I was trying to complete was external though; and the motivation behind my drive
was external. “I want to make a million dollars so that I can experience the world, do whatever
I want.” I didn’t understand at the time was that experiences lay within the people, and even if I
managed to make a million dollars I wouldn’t be able to experience the world. I first needed to understand how to create and maintain real relationships in my life. If I didn’t fix the ones that meant
the most to me right now, than I’d be doomed to the same pitfall for the rest of my life.
Pick Up didn’t teach me how to interact with people so that there’s a “Win – Win” situation.
Pick Up taught me how to bond with people in a way that would benefit me, ultimately hurting
them. Pick Up taught me how to trick people into thinking the connection was real. Kingpin Social
had been developing Social Dynamics while I was working at the nightclubs, but I wasn’t interacting with my social circle in a way that they perceived as valuable. Kingpin Social understood how to
connect with people, through the power of Social Dynamics.
The experiences lay within the people, not in the world. I wasn’t communicating with the
people that meant the most to me, on my quest for external value. I wasn’t maintaining healthy
relationships with the people who brought me the most value.
I needed to be enlightened.
The Story: Part 4
This manager gig was a lot harder than I thought. I knew Stampede was coming up, but I
didn’t know what the club had in store for me over the course of the 10 days that didn’t seem to
end.
What an experience.
The way that I saw it was this: If I can survive Stampede as a full time night club manager,
with no experience, at the age of 19, GM would be within reach without a question. I knew my GM
didn’t plan on sticking around, and this was actually good for me. This meant that I had a shorter
time period to advance faster. The long term goal was to be the General Manager before my 20th
birthday.
I didn’t see all the miniscule details on the way to the top. In fact, I flew to the top so fast I
didn’t get to experience the necessary lessons to understand my position. I had only been bartending in the Night Club for a month before I became a Manager, I didn’t get to experience the Night
Club enough to understand it.
The stress began to get to me. My personal life suffered, I didn’t have the time for my
friends that I needed. I didn’t notice it though, I was just busy. I was so engaged that I dismissed the
people who got me here in the first place.
After the ultimatum, I went to work feeling empty. I knew this wasn’t the right place for me
to be anymore, as Kevin’s words rang true in my mind each and every single day. I walked to work
and heard his voice scorning words of truth into my ears. I knew that he meant the best, and I knew
the underlying context of his message. I was losing my closest friends, and I was in control of the
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path that these relationships ventured off onto.
I knew I had to make a change, but I loved this Night Club. I wanted to compromise. I told
my GM that it wasn’t for me, that the stress of management was getting to me and that I had to
step down. He told me that he understood, that I just had to last the weekend and I’d go back to
bartending the next week. I agreed, because I hadn’t told anyone that I had planned on stepping
down yet.
Beyond any of my wildest dreams, here I was at 19 years old, managing one of Calgary’s
Downtown Night Clubs. Once the external level had been reached, I realized that it was not what I
was truly seeking. The external platforms of value have a clever way of disguising themselves as the
answer to long term happiness. They forgot to mention that being a manager wasn’t just about the
status, it was maddening. The car dealership forgets to mention that the 2011 car leaves you down
$30,000.00. The trophy wife forgets to tell you that she won’t actually love you for who you are.
Read the small print, nothing in this life comes easy. That’s when you decide to dedicate yourself to
something, it better be something that you love, because the struggle will always be there. It’d better be worth it.
“I wonder if this is how the empty millionaire feels.”
I knew I would be the leader of this place, and here I was. From the viewpoint of an externally validated individual, in search of only material wealth, my next move was a stupid decision. I
knew I did the right thing. I knew there was more than this.
The Friday night came where it was supposed to be one of my last night’s as a Manager. I
got to work and my Manager wasn’t there, he said he’d be in later. This wouldn’t be a problem for
me, I had things under control. The night was slower, the back half of the bar was closed for the first
portion of the night. Kevin’s voice talked in my ear the whole night, telling me that I was making the
wrong decision.
That night, I started to crash.
Staff became de-motivated, and began asking me for favors. Customers were complaining
because it was slow, and they weren’t getting the service that they came for. Half of the bar was
closed, so half of the staff wanted to get sent home.
I was at my breaking point.
I did one lap of the venue, walked into the office and sat with one of my good friends. We
talked for a few minutes about my next move, until I managed to convince myself with my own
words. I put my earpiece down, and left my keys on the desk of the office that I’d never walk back in
to.
The Switch from External to Internal
I made the smartest decision of my life that day. It wasn’t even directly my decision, it was
heavily influenced by my environment, which I created through the power of Social Dynamics.
Mikey B and Kevin Choo from Kingpin Social enlightened me.
I used to feel like you are an average of your 5 closest friends, but I now know that it goes
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beyond that. I believe that you are an average of your environment, whatever that environment
may be. That environment does not have to be your 5 closest friends, for it can be the 5 people you
spend the most time with. People born in China are Chinese. The people create the environment.
Often times, when one fades into the eternal struggle of the career they’re pursuing, their
friends won’t care enough to try and bring them back to reality. Remember the Hierarchy of Needs?
Social Dynamics is in the middle. Relationships, Love, and Friendship. We get so caught up in external existence (bottom of the pyramid) that sometimes we forget to open our eyes and become
aware of the love that surrounds us. The higher along the levels that you obtain, the less the external things start to matter. Money actually is just a piece of paper, sex is meaningless without passion.
Kingpin Social went out of their way, time and time again, and I’m so thankful for it. This
book wouldn’t be a product if that were not the case, they are the reason for my motivation. They
are the reason I continue to push through my own mental barriers every single day, because they
deserve it. I deserve to be successful, and they deserve to be around so I can help them become
successful. You are a result of your environment, when I grow the people in my environment grow
with me. They level up, and I level up as a result. Win - Win.
My friends went out of their way to help me and make sure that I stayed on point. They gave
me that value, because pulling me away from something that was taking my life away is something
invaluable, something that can never be repaid. All I can do is pour consistent effort and value into
myself and level up beyond my current limitations, and enlighten not only them, but everyone who
reads this book to do the same.
The evolution of Social Dynamics was happening in the social circle that Calgary had cultivated. Kingpin Social had created profound social abilities in 5 – 10 people that were out meeting
people every single day. They weren’t just meeting people though, because that’s what I was doing.
They were creating real relationships, healthy relationships, with people that were bringing them
the most value.
They didn’t do this by taking value from people, they did this by giving value to people.
When people gave them value back, they forged a relationship and that exchange of value grew
stronger. This is the Kingpin Social Philosophy. This is Social Dynamics.
Kingpin Social taught me that everyone in this world has something unique to offer the
world that no one else is able to offer. Kingpin Social understood that, that uniqueness, was their
perspective. For every unique, intelligent perspective that you get on your idea it grows by 1 point.
Understanding Social Dynamics is being aware of how to communicate value between individuals, but more importantly, understanding how to see perspectives from an unbiased, observatory standpoint. Understand how to get perspectives on your ideas. For every perspective that you
get, that is a real, internal perspective, strengthens your perspective. That means every real connection that you make, you’re growing.
What if… out of the limitless opportunities out there, you want to be a painter? If you want
to be a painter, and you meet a painter that’s been doing it for 10 years, the lessons he’s learned
over 10 years will be passed down to you. This won’t speed up your growing process by 1 point,
but how do you measure years of experience and passion? Developing a real connection with this
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painter will allow you to gain his perspective, making you grow that much faster.
How do you develop a relationship with this painter? First, you must give him value freely.
How can you give him value, though?
This is the fundamental idea explored by Social Dynamics, you must first find out who he is
and what he finds valuable, so you can give him that value. You’re giving value as a screening process, to see who’s going to give you that value back. Any intelligent individual, when given value in a
way that they perceive as valuable, will be willing to give you value back.

********************
Kingpin Lifestyle Article: How to Love Anyone
Author: Brian Mark
The pursuit of short term connections can leave one unfulfilled. One can only pursue an
external option for so long before they realize that having the ability to transition strangers to lovers
is useless, without the fundamental connection. This transition from “Strangers to Lovers” is an external, short term connection. It might feel good for the moment bro, but you’re going to wake up
the next day craving more of that short term validation, missing out on that long term connection.
Pick Up (or short term relationships) leaves one unfulfilled because Pick Up is developing
one level of relationship. This is the level of Strangers to Acquaintances. If you get good enough
at Pick Up you can work within that level of relationship to manufacture a high exchange of physical value, sex, however when you first meet someone, you are simply making the transition from
strangers to acquaintances.

The 4 Levels of Relationships
Time + Honest, Effective Communication = Growth
There are 4 levels of relationships that exist as a fundamental base. Within these levels exist
room for development, these are the four fundamentals.
The first rule with the 4 levels of relationships is that these relationships are being developed based on positivity. If the relationship isn’t positive, these transitions will not happen. Of
course no relationship is perfect, but when analyzing whether the relationships in your life are
positive or negative, think of the time you spend enjoying the relationship, and the time you spend
resenting it.
Relationships develop over time. There are some who choose to fall in “love” with another
right away, being labeled as needy. This is co – dependency, and they are needy because they
haven’t developed an internal sense of self worth. If you want to fall in love, be patient. Focus on
each individual step of the 4 levels of relationships, and learn how to transition between the different levels.
Be aware of which level you are currently at, and the most effective way to move to the next level.
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Level Up, Son!
The first, most important transition of building relationships is the transition from Strangers to Acquaintances. This happens anytime two people don’t know each other, and they begin
talking. This can happen at a bar when you approach, it can happen in the daytime when you talk
to the cutie. This can also happen online, when you send someone a message and they respond.
When there is an exchange of conversation that is positive, the transition is made from Strangers to
Acquaintances.

“But what about when you sleep with the girl? You can’t sleep with an acquaintance”
Think about a hooker, you stop the car, pick her up and she gets in with a quick conversation. There is no internal connection, yet an exchange of physical value exists.
Now the girls that you sleep with from the club aren’t “hookers”, this illustration was put
into play to let you know that acquaintances do sleep with each other. As a generality, the reason
that sleeping with the girl on the first night is only the first level of relationship, is because most of
the time “One Night Stand” is the element that is attached to it.
This, however, is not the only option. You have the option to pursue the one night stand, and
develop the next level of relationship.
The next transition that is made is Acquaintances to Friends.
You go to the club, you get the number, and the next day you decide to call the girl and talk
to her for half an hour. The two of you were acquaintances, but now you’ve developed the connection to a point where friendship exists. If you call her (offer her value) and she answers (receives
your value) and there is a conversation (exchange of value), this is friendship.
There can be sexual tension within the friendship, but a certain level of comfort must exist for a friendship to be present. The difference between “friend zone” and “potential lover” the
amount of physical touch that exists in the friendship, so be aware of this, and make sure your ac-
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tions are in line with your intentions.
Friendships are developed when one goes outside of the avenue that the first level of relationships was developed on; and transitions to a different place.
An example of this would be meeting a girl in the bar, and taking her on a date. Maybe you
messaged someone on E Harmony, and the two of you agreed to meet up at “XYX.” You may even
have a friend on Facebook that you think is cool, but you haven’t taken the time to develop that
relationship. You message him and arrange a meet up outside of the avenue of which you met.
This arrangement of a meet – up is essential in developing the next level of relationship,
which is the transition from Friend to Best Friend. This transition happens when a friendship is
established, and the relationship develops in a positive direction by increased communication. This
communication could be through Facebook, over the phone, or consistent meet ups. Your best
friend right now, the reason he / she is your best friend, is because the two of you spent enough
time together and exchanged enough value, where you see him / her as an irreplaceable part of
your life.
One only becomes irreplaceable by spending time communicating, and exchanging internal value. You’re replaceable if the communication doesn’t exist within the relationship, because if
you’re not communicating, on an internal, non – physical level with “X” individual, somebody else
will be.

A healthy connection and a best – friendship later, the next transition that happens is the
transition from Best Friend to Love. This could happen when you love your best friend so much,
that you consider him your family. This also happens when a happy couple spends so much time
together that they become the best friend to their partner, which in exchange turns into love. We
fall in love with the things that bring us the MOST value, based on our perception of value. It is only
when we are communicating with one another honestly and effectively that we understand the
other persons perception of value.
This means that before you can love someone, on a long – lasting, internal level… you
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must be their best friend.
There’s a difference between “loving someone” and being “in love” with someone…
There you have it! These are the 4 Levels of Positive Relationships. Most choose to spend
their time developing the first level, and try to skip to the 4th level without the necessary middle
steps. The middle steps are the most important if you’re looking for love, so understand how to
communicate on those middle steps.
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Chapter 4: The Definition of Social Dynamics
This next chapter is dedicated wholeheartedly to Kevin Choo and Cam Adair, from Kingpin Social.
Their intellect has inspired me to write the lessons that were spoken from their mouths. I want to
give value to Kevin and Cam and tell all of the readers that the information presented in this next
chapter are the lessons and theories they’ve developed over the last 5 years. The next chapter is
simply my interpretation of their lessons.
If you want to speak to Cam Adair or Kevin Choo, contact www.kingpinsocial.com.
“The core of Social Dynamics is understanding what people find valuable, and connecting
with them on that value.”
We’ve talked a lot about “Social Dynamics” in this book… but what is Social Dynamics?
Studying Social Dynamics means that you are dedicated to building stronger relationships in your
life. Stronger business relationships, stronger dating relationships, stronger friendships.
Social Dynamics operates off of one fundamental formula. This formula is brought directly to
you by Kevin Choo, and inspired through the relationships in his life.
RELATIONSHIPS = LIFE
Relationships equal life. What is a relationship?
A relationship is based off of an exchange of value.
You wake up every morning and make your bed, and it’s comfortable and ready for you
to lay in at night. You have a relationship with your bed. You wake up and brush your teeth in the
morning, you have a clean mouth throughout the day. You have a relationship with your mouth.
You go out into your day and socialize with your friend, you have a relationship with your friend.
Relationships are an exchange of value, and whether or not you are aware of it there is a constant
exchange of value happening in within every organism on this planet, living or not.
The externally validated individuals choose to take advantage of relationships, manipulating them in their favor. This is called taking value, and taking value leads to resentment. Think Adolf
Hitler.
There are some who choose to give value freely to the relationships in their life, the internally validated individual, and these are the ones that prosper with positivity and happiness. Think
Mother Theresa.
Relationships stem beyond that which lives though. You have a relationship with your car.
You drive it around, and it gets you places, so it gives you value. But you must first give your car
value before it can give you value, by filling it up with gas. There has to be a consistent exchange of
value for that relationship to exist too, because if you stop putting gas in your car it’ll stop driving
you places. If you don’t go that extra mile and make sure you get an oil change, your car’s going to
break down in the middle of the highway.
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Relationships exist within everything, and everything in this life is based on an exchange
of value. If you are not exchanging value with something, you do not have a relationship with it.
Strangers are the only type of relationship between human beings that the value scale does not exist on, because strangers exchange no value.
There are three types of relationships. There are positive relationships, neutral relationships
and negative relationships. The average person does not know how to engineer positive relationships, so they choose to maintain neutral relationships, in fear of creating negative relationships.
Social Dynamics teaches you how to engineer positive relationships.
The Levels of Relationships based on Emotion
Enemy – High amounts of value has been taken from one individual to the other, or perhaps from
both parties. This causes resentment, which leads to hate.
When something takes value from you, you begin to resent it. If that value is substantial, re
occurring, or monumental, this resentment leads to hate. This hate turns the relationship from the
neutral end of the spectrum to the negative. Think the friend that you invite over to your house,
and he steals money off of your counter. You know it was him, but he won’t give it back. You probably hate him.
Resented – Some sort of value has been taken from one individual to the other. This causes an
unsettling feeling when thinking about or looking at said individual.
One becomes a disliked individual when a bit of value is taken, but it’s not as substantial as
hating the enemy. This kind of value can be miniscule, but even the slightest form of taking value
leads to resentment. Think the child who’s screaming bloody murder in the middle of the Toy isle at
Toys R Us. In some way, shape or form, your emotional system is probably resenting that child.
Stranger – No Value Exchange
Strangers are the only kind of beings that no value exchange exists. The relationship remains
neutral, and the co – responding emotion is neutral. Think of being in an elevator with another person, without saying a word.
Acquaintance – The exchange of value is minimal. A wave when seen, a head nod of recognition
between one another.
An acquaintance is someone where the exchange of value is minimal, but present. You
probably have these kind of relationships with some of your co – workers. You respect their existence within your office, and they you, so there is a smile and a wave when eye contact is made.
This subtle exchange of value allows you two to become acquaintances. The emotion shifts towards
positive.
Friend – Effort to exchange value is present from both parties. Texts, phone calls, the odd hang
out.
In order to level up from an acquaintance, a heightened exchange of value must happen. As
a person who now understands Social Dynamics, you can be the one to engineer this exchange of
value to happen. Think of the acquaintances walking the same way together, and one catches up
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to the other to have a conversation. Numbers are exchanged, and they agree to go out on Friday to
the Local Pub. The relationship jumped from acquaintance to a friend.
Kingpin Social prides it’s teachings on being able to develop the relationships of all individuals from strangers to friends; the connection from there is based on the exchange of value that
happens between those friends. If one tries to give value in a way that isn’t perceived by the other
individual as valuable, resentment will happen. This will actually cause a negative relationship, although intentions were good.
In order to give value, and build positive relationships, one must understand what someone
else perceives as valuable. Kingpin Social bases its programs around understanding someone else’s
perception of value.
Best Friend – Highest Exchange of value between individuals is happening. Deep conversation =
deep connection, shared experiences are at a high. A lot of time and energy invested into each
other.
On to the next level of friendship, the Best Friend is the highest exchange of value between
individuals, besides lovers. This evolution from friend to best friend happens when there’s an
extremely high exchange of value. The night out at the Pub turns into three nights a week, where
deep philosophical conversations take place about viewpoints on the world, and solution oriented
conversation ensues.
Love – Love is a survival mechanism. We fall in love with the things that provide us with the
MOST value, based on our perception of value.
One takes the best friend to the next level by loving each other. You only begin to love someone or something when, in your life, it is one of the entities that gives you the most value.
It is impossible to love someone without them first being a best friend, because the exchange of value is not present where we can fall in love with it. We can fall in love with the idea of
the possible potential value, but the current status of love is this: we fall in love with the things that
bring us the most value. You may even love your best friend like a brother, or a sister, for everything
they’ve done for you. Of course the emotion of “love” can never be captured in words, but we can
capture the steps that lead one to that emotion.
In short, you hate that which takes value from you, you do not have a relationship with anything that does not exchange value with you, and you love that which provides you with the most
value. Hate is a negative emotion, being a stranger provides neutral emotion and love elicits positive emotions. This is also the scale of success. Negative is unsuccessful, neutral lives in mediocrity
and positive is successful.
Understand that value is completely based on perspective. This is why it’s important to get
into a relationship with someone who has the same core values as you, because as you grow, so
does your perception of value change.
This is the also reason for failed relationships, failed marriages, broken friendships. The
reason behind the rift is that perception of value changes. This does not meant that at one point
the relationship was not strong, because in order for a relationship to be strong there must be an
exchange of value that is perceived as valuable.
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A failed relationship means that the one of the individual’s perception of value shifts, meaning that the other party will no longer be able to offer value in a way that would be perceived as
valuable. Think about the millionare that sees that his Trophy Wife only loves his money, and he
wants someone who love him for who he is. This relationship will fail, because the husband’s perception of value shifts. The “Trophy Wife” is no longer valuable.
Building Stronger Relationships
Social Dynamics is based around exchanging value between individuals to strengthen relationships in your life. You cannot do this with everyone though, because time is limited and the
value you have to offer in the allotted time period of 24 hours is limited. However, it is possible to
engineer every relationship in your life to be on the positive spectrum. This comes from deciding to
live drama free, and only build relationships with people that give you value back.
The value you have to give is limited, based on the time in a day.
It is essential to engineer life so that your time is spent building the relationships that bring
you the most value. You do this not by getting value first, from that individual. You give value so
that you can get value. You’re not expecting value though, because value given with a string attached is a bribe.
You’re giving value into the world as a screening process, to see who’s going to give you
value back. You develop relationships with those who reciprocate your extended hand, because
relationships are based off of an exchange of value.
Keeping in mind that you are an average of not your 5 closest friends, but an average of your
environment, think about this. Before China was China, it was simply a land mass. Chinese people
are what made China, China. The people create the environment. You are a result of your environment. That means if you can control the people, you can control the environment. If you can control
the environment, you can control who you turn out to be.
This is only the beginning, though. By building strong relationships in your environment,
the strong relationships have a positive emotion attached. If the relationships are positive, and the
people create the environment, that means that your environment will be positive.
If you are an average of your environment, simply by giving value to the relationships in your
life, you become a positive person.

********************
Kingpin Lifestyle Article: The Secret to Healthy Relationships with Anyone
Author: Cam Adair
A few days ago I wrote about how “life comes down to the relationships you keep” and how
relationships are based off of an exchange of value. If the exchange of value is positive, the relationship will be healthy, allowing it to grow. With this in mind I went on to say that being able to understand someone’s perception of value will be critical in your ability to develop relationships- be it for
business, friendship or pleasure.
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The response I received was tremendous:
Chris wrote: “Great article Cam. This value-exchange you talk about is ground breaking for
me. Seems so obvious, now and I’m excited that I have an entirely new avenue to explore here. Thx!”
“i found it fascinating”
Gerald wrote: “Love it Cam! I was thinking a little about this today while going over some of cliffs
archives. Your writing is really awesome and definitely helping us guys out! Thanks!”
Anyways, enough about how awesome I am. The story I used to relate the concept involved
a security guard in my condo building and how I had concerns that (due to a 3rd parties influence)
the exchange of value between the two of us might begin to build negative momentum. Fortunately
as I said in the post, this didn’t happen to be the case and for that I am glad. I like my relationships
to be as healthy as can be.
Unfortunately I also felt like I could use a better reference to describe this concept, that
relates more to your everyday life.

First Let Me Say
Everyone has a different perception of value. This is not up to you to decide whether it’s
right or wrong. It is what it is.
(In the coming weeks I will begin to talk about value on a deeper level; what the different
types are, and the criteria YOU should be using to guide your individual perception, but for today
just understand everyone has a unique perception, and to be effective you need to play within the
means they are playing.)
(This in no way means you should live your life the way someone else does, merely that
the value you bring someone needs to be in a way they perceive as valuable – whether right or
wrong – because it’s their perception, and not yours. If you disagree with how they perceive value, then maybe having some type of relationship with them is not what you should do. This post
assumes you want to have a relationship with them. Remember, Social Dynamics is not about
having a relationship with everyone; it’s about having a relationship with anyone. Now you need
to pick and choose wisely.)
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So why is it important to understand someone’s perception of value? Well how shitty would
it be if you are trying to connect and have a healthy relationship with someone, but because you
don’t understand how they perceive value, you end up trying to bring them value in a way that
actually hurts the relationship, even though you have had nothing but the best intentions in mind,
and were only looking to connect. That’s why it’s important.

I’ve been there, and it’s incredibly frustrating when you’re putting effort into something but
it isn’t working out. (Not only that, but this type of situation is very easy to blame on somebody
else, instead of being able to see where you fucked up.)
Ok, enough on the technical side let me share a simple example for you to understand:

My Relationship with my Mother
My Mom loves to talk. She is very social. She desires that interaction. So if I understand my
mom’s perception of value (socializing), then I can easily use Social Dynamics to develop a better
relationship with her. One way I could do this is by giving her a call here and there just to talk. I can
spend 5, 10, 15 minutes on the phone and just ask her how things are going. Or I could make it a
point to go for lunch with her, to spend time together. She perceives this as value.
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But there’s a catch: I need to make sure I’m taking my own perception of value into consideration, because if by giving her value I end up I’m taking value from myself, this relationship will
not be healthy. So what do I perceive as value? My time. I’m a very busy guy (by choice), so my time
is limited. Due to this I cut out conversations like the one I described above, simply because I value
my time more then I value simple conversations on the phone. So how could I make this work? By
multi-tasking. I could give her a call while driving to a friend’s house, or while walking to Starbucks.
Now I maximize the use of my time, while also bringing value to my Mom in a way that she perceives as valuable. Anddddd the relationship blossoms. It’s no coincidence that as you improve in
Social Dynamics, your relationship with your parents does also.
Now what would happen if I used the same strategy with my brother, calling him here and
there for 5-10 minutes to talk? This depends on my brother’s perception of value. He enjoys playing
video games, spends a great deal of time on the computer, and enjoys socializing. But I also know
he doesn’t particularly enjoy talking on the phone. So say I didn’t understand my brother’s perception of value, and gave him a call to talk, with the only intention of this phone-call being to build our
relationship and bring value to him… what would happen?
It would actually hurt our relationship. My brother doesn’t perceive talking on the phone
about our lives as value. So even though my only intention is to connect and build our relationship,
due to his perception of value, calling him ends up actually taking value from him, and thus, builds
negative momentum within our relationship.

How shitty is that?
Instead, I could have the exact same approach but instead of using the phone I could hit him
up on Facebook. We could still have a conversation about what’s going on in our lives, but within a
means that he perceives as value. I have now created that win-win scenario, everybody is happy.
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You need to avoid settling into one approach, one way of thinking. If one way isn’t working,
be creative and try a different route. Take the time to think about the other person and what they
perceive as value, and try a way that includes that. I bet you will be blown away at the results.
Hopefully this post has helped hammer this concept home, and is a bit easier to understand
and relate to then the one about the security guard. When you can understand someone else’s
perception of value, you have the ability to connect with him or her. Remember, to connect means
to be in-sync, to be on the same page. It is only when you are on the same page that you can grow
together.

********************
What’s more effective, understanding that your girlfriend loves Modern Art, and buying her
the painting that she’s been admiring from afar OR getting her a box of chocolates? Social Dynamics
is about being efficient with your energy, working smarter to strengthen the relationships in your
life. Time isn’t money, because money is external, and chasing the external is wasting your time.
Time is energy, and choosing to spend your energy the most effective way just makes sense.
We talked before about how money is a physical presence of value. People pursue money
because they’re pursing value in the only way that they know how to. Everyone wants the quick fix
though, everyone wants the “get rich quick” schemes.
This is because the masses are socially conditioned to search for that which gives them instant value, external validation. Instant value is external value, and seeking this kind of value is not
our fault. This is what we have been raised to believe is the only option. Kingpin Social believes in
exchanging internal value, but first value must be defined.
But how does one define value? Value is completely relative, and value can be everything
and everything. The difference between a low value individual, and a high value individual is belief.
You must believe that you are valuable, and have value to offer, and that value will shine through
in profound ways beyond your current imagination. You cannot give value on an internal level until
you discover what kind of internal value you have to offer.
Before you can understand what value is, you must know yourself.
Social Dynamics is ALWAYS a Win – Win
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If you put gas in your car, and your car runs out of gas 4 minutes later on the highway you’re likely
to be losing your mind. The relationship with you and your car is probably going to go downhill.
This is not to say do not give value, because to be intelligent is to give value freely and
expecting nothing in return. If you buy your friend a sweet birthday present, and go “Alright dude.
When my birthday comes around, you fucking owe me!” he’s probably going to hate your present.
Give value freely, and expect nothing in return.
However that which does not give you value in return will not get the benefits of a relationship. If you put gas in your car and it runs out in the next 5 minutes, you’re probably going to get a
car that gives you the benefits of a relationship. If you go out of your way to buy your friend a birthday present, and he forgets your birthday, the strength of the relationship comes into question.
Social Dynamics about always engineering Win – Win situations. Social Dynamics teaches
you why understanding value is important, and teaches you how to give it. Not just on an external
level, because that’s only the beginning. Kingpin Social understands how to exchange value on an
internal level.
Practicing Social Dynamics is practicing the ability to develop strong relationships in your
life. If you understood how to communicate with anyone in this world, why wouldn’t you have
relationships with high value individuals? Kingpin Social teaches you how to bring every relationship
that you wish towards the positive end of the spectrum.

********************
Kingpin Lifestyle Article: 7 Billion People, 7 Billion Options
Author: Brian Mark
The intensity in the room reaches a boiling point. A bead of sweat drips down your forehead as
you lock eyes with your opponent. He slowly but surely raises both of his hands from beneath the
table… revealing that which you never thought you’d ever see…

… A deck of cards.
Checkered boards seem to fly across the table as he deals one to himself, one to you. One to
himself, one to you. You like to break the rules, you pick up the cards before they’re all dealt so you
know what you’re in for. That extra 3 seconds arranging your hand will give you a 3 second advantage on your opponent. You pick up the first 6 cards but realize that you’ve likely lost. The cards
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aren’t in your favor this round.
Back and forth until the 8th card is dealt. In its table – long distance cutting through the air, it
catches wind and flips from the checkered side to a blank white surface, revealing all that was hidden.
“HEY! You cheater. Re – Deal.”
A slight smirk comes across your face as you hand your terrible cards back to the dealer.
Looks like you don’t have to play with your inconvenient hand.

LIFE IS A GAME
It’s true. Life is the biggest video game there is to date. We’re born into a game where the
smartest individuals choose to level up and rise above the circumstance they were born into.
Most people think they are a victim to the Game. If they’re born into a certain family,
they’re going to have similar circumstances. “The rich get richer, the poor get poorer.” The victim
mentality that our society exists on today.
Let’s examine a widespread truth. There are 7 billion people in the world today. 7 billion
people, and each one of those people have something valuable to offer the world that no other
individual offers. Each one of those 7 billion people is a human being, and thus, socializes with
other people. There will not be a single day you wake up and get away without socializing with one
individual in the technological age we live in today.
Think about this fact. Everybody knows that it’s know about what you know, but who you
know. Improving social skills seems like such a minuscule task, compared to “Go to school, get a
degree in the field you’re looking for.”
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Riddle me this, Batman
There are two people that want to be a photographer for a professional photography company. One went to school for two years, and understands photography inside and out.
Person 1 goes to the job interview, but lacks the social skills necessary to communicate the
value he has to offer to the photography company. He has all of the value in the world, but his lack
of ability to communicate with other individuals about the value that he could bring leaves him shy,
and timid in the interview. All he has is the resume that “says he’s credible.” He goes to the interview and isn’t an effective communicator. His profile is impressive, but his vibe is off.
Person 2 is good friends with one of the photographers in the company. He met the photographer at an event he was shooting, and through that the photographer hooked him up with an
interview at his company.
Person 2 understands how to interact with people and communicate the value that he could
offer to the company. Person 2 never went to school, he’s chosen to self – study his passion and use
his network to get him an interview for a photography company. Person 2 has excellent communication skills, and nails the interview. Impressive profile and excellent vibe, Person 2 leaves the interviewer with a strong sense of confidence that Person 2 can get the job done.

Who gets the job, kids?
This article is to say that you are not the cards that you are dealt. You have the option to re
deal. If you don’t like your situation, if you don’t like your circumstance you can change. You can
change, and you can start right now. Every day you must interact with people, there is no way to get
by without doing it. Understanding the most efficient way to communicate with the people who can
bring you the most value is understanding how you can control the outcome of your own life.
There is close to 7 billion people in this world. Each one of those individuals represents an
option. Understanding how to communicate with another individual is understanding how to create
more options in your life. This includes business, pleasure, passion. When you learn how to train
your social skills, continuously improving every day, you soon start to realize how limitless you really
are.
This life is a game. You interact with the people who bring you value, you choose where you
go and what you do. Only once you’ve been enlightened to this choice. This is the fact of our society
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as a whole, we haven’t been educated in the potential options that we could have, just by opening
our eyes to the social world that we live in today. Every day you’re going to be waking up, to socialize with someone, anyways. Wouldn’t it make sense to know how to talk to these people?

There’s an old saying about comedians.
Tell one joke, people think it’s a funny joke. Tell 5 jokes, people think you’re a funny guy.
The same applies for communicating value.
Show one valuable asset, people think it’s a valuable asset. Communicate multiple valuable assets, people understand that you are a valuable person.
Any one of the 7 billion people that exist in our world today will go out of their way to help a
valuable person.

********************
“If You Knew You Could Not Fail, What Would You Do?”
The un - awakened individual thinks that they are stuck with the cards they are dealt. This is
not the truth, you are not the cards you are dealt. You have the option for a re deal. Unfortunately,
it is extremely difficult to just fold your hand and ask for new cards.
We have a way, and it lay in the Kingpin Social community. Understanding that you are a
result of your environment means that the cards that you have been dealt up to this point are influenced by your environment. It is not soley their fault, though, because environments are created by
people of similar mindsets. Once you decide to shift your mindset, you must too, shift your environment, lest you be pulled back into old thinking patterns.
Kingpin Social is the physical presence of the value in Social Dynamics. We are not a company, simply a physical manifestation of the idea of Social Dynamics. If you are to do this alone, you
have the ability to put that card down… but understand that by going it alone, you place one card
on the table at a time. You simply have to make the decision.
Win – Win situations come from developing strong, positive relationships. Even think back
to my reference on how I was about to go down the dark side, doing something that I didn’t really
love (as a nightclub manager) and my friends went out of their way to give me that value to bring
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me back to my path. I had created a positive environment with Social Dynamics, and that positive
environment that Kingpin Social created influenced me towards a positive path. Up to This Point is a
product of my environment.
Hard Work vs. Smart Work
Most people understand what hard work is. Hard work is being able to put in the grunt
hours, making sure that the time is put aside to grind out the work that needs to get done.
What about the smart work?
The definition of the smart work is communicating with the people in your environment to
expand upon the options available to you. Anything smart involves diving into another individual’s
mindsets, and understanding how you communicate with the people in this world in a way which
they will want to give you value.
I’ll use how I got into the nightclub to be a Bartender as an example. I could have used hard
work or smart work to get into the Nightclubs, but smart work is always the most efficient option.
The hard way to become a bartender would have been to go through the system like every
other bartender has to. Put in the grunt work, and simply the grunt work, and work my way to the
top. The way that I used mindsets to get to the top was first, I allowed myself to think that anything
was possible. Then I put in enough of the hard work, in a smart way.
I started at a local pub bartending. It was slow and small, and I wouldn’t have to worry
about being the best bartender. Then I proceeded with the smart work. I knew that a nightclub
would perceive a large network as valuable, and I used that to my advantage.
Jeff had already done some smart work by using his networking mindsets to grab the number of the Manager of a downtown nightclub, and he proceeded with more smart work by offering
to get me the job. I used my networking to my advantage when I was there, by connecting with
the manager and leading up to the night I was ensuring I was putting in both grunt work and smart
work calling people and making sure they were coming down.
What can you take from this story? There’s always a way to make something work, you simply must be creative. Options and opportunity lay in people. How can you use your network to your
advantage, expanding on the opportunities already in your possession?
The opportunities are already sitting there. You’ve just never taken the time to communicate
with them and open the door. You just haven’t understood how to develop positive, strong relationships with your current network.
Smart work is understanding how you can communicate with people in the world to better your current circumstance. Understanding how to use smart work is understanding how to skip
years of grunt work. I could have worked my way into the nightclub as a Bartenders Assistant, which
most people do. They do months, maybe years, of being a Bartenders Assistant before they even
have the shot at becoming a bartender. People work for years for the shot at Management, and I
received it within two months.
Using Smart Work to my advantage, I was able to get that position that is profoundly desired by the general public. Smart work is using your brain to think your way through situations. The
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general public isn’t used to thinking, so they alleviate the pressure of thinking and settle for working hard. In this world there are two types of people, there are the Chess Players and there are the
Pawns. I choose to be a Chess Player, and to be the player you must be able to think for yourself and
act on your thoughts.
Both options work, one is much more efficient.
Developing Social Dynamics is developing the ability to connect with people in a way that
they find valuable. Smart work is communicating with the right people, and bringing your ability to
work hard to these people that you want to communicate with. Kingpin Social teaches you how to
communicate with these people and develop a Win – Win relationship.
You want to become a Hair Stylist? Use Social Dynamics to meet the owner of the hair salon
in your neighborhood, and tell her you want to work for her and you’ll do whatever it takes. If she
sees you as a valuable person, she’ll give you that position. It’s up to you to work hard for it.
“But I’ve put in this hard work my whole life, and I’ve gotten to where I am right now and I’m very
successful.”
You are right, and I am right.
What I’m telling you is that there’s a better way. If you don’t believe me, you’re right. Your
disbelief in your ability to get better, faster, is a problem though. That disbelief leads me into the
next, most important chapter when it comes to growing.
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SECTION 3: UNDERSTANDING YOURSELF
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Chapter 1: Awareness of the Ego
This next chapter is dedicated to Ideas Developing Ideas. This is a weekly session which we have the
best of the best minds come together and develop ideas on Social Dynamics. This Sunday session
has lead to a lot of the development of the theory in this book. Specific credit, I want to give out to
Eugene Helland and Mikey B. Good talks, homies!
“I love myself today, not like yesterday!” The words escape your mouth as the melody
trickles from the speakers on the wall. Beads of water drip down your face, as your voice echoes
throughout your bathroom.
Singing in the shower has always been a hobby for you, and over 5 years you’ve developed a
pretty solid talent. Your friends always tell you that you should take it somewhere, but what do they
know. Your family thinks you could do it, but they’re just being nice to you.
You step out of the shower, look yourself in the mirror and continue singing while you prepare yourself for the day. Your voice continues on into your room, you get dressed and sing your
way to the bus stop. Once on the bus, you sit in silence as the other kids yell and scream at each
other in chaos.
The bus comes to a stop as the students stand in order, lining themselves off the bus. You
step off the bus onto the rainy sidewalk, and make your way towards the front doors of the school.
On the front doors of the school, you notice a poster hanging on the wall.
“Talent Show Auditions”
You read the poster, and instantly a voice goes off in your head “nah, that’s not for you.
you’d probably fail anyways.” You listen to the voice and walk away from the potential opportunity
of a lifetime.
Limitations of the Ego
What is the ego? The ego defined is more than a million words could ever describe. My
definition does not capture the nature of the ego itself, it simply describes it in a way that people
understand. My definition of the “ego” is what has helped me through my path of self – development, and I hope it can do the same for you.
The ego, much like love, is designed as a survival mechanism.
As a human being you want to do the least amount of work to achieve the most amount of
results. The ego says that you do a certain amount of work, get to a certain level and that level is
“good enough”. The biggest enemy you have in your life right now is an internal one, and it is your
ego.
The reason “good enough” is good enough is because the ego always wants as much external validation as it can get, without risking the current validation it already has. You want to make it
onto the talent show stage, but you wouldn’t want to risk your friends telling you that you sucked,
right? That’s what the voice in your head tells you.
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What would happen if you actually auditioned though? Your friends would support you, no
matter the outcome. The ego is limited because the ego desires outcomes. The ego is excellent at
creating visualizations, but not so good at putting actions to those words.
The ego desires the nice car, the promotion, the hotter girlfriend. The ego is what cheats on
the wife, not the husband. The ego is what creates enemies by taking value, not the individual. We
were born free spirited, remember? However, we were born into an external world, and that external environment is what creates our ego. We are not our ego, we are the observers that control the
ego.
The ego is not out for your best interests, although it thinks it is. The ego exists to maintain
your current emotional state, perceived by the environment.
Think about this. You’re at the bar, guy, and someone picks a fight with you. You think you’re
the man, and this dude is challenging your belief that you are the man. Your ego is interested in
maintaining and protecting your current emotional state perceived by the environment.
“You don’t want all of these people around you to think you’re a pussy, do you?” The voice in
your head speaks to you. “Kick this kid’s ass!”
Your ego speaks and you believe it is who you are, so instead of doing the smart thing and
walking away you decide to throw down with this guy. He turns out to be a boxer. One missed swing
from you, three uppercuts from him later, you lay on the pavement with a tooth missing.
Oops.
Let’s say that you kick his ass, though. You manage to get a shot in that knocks him out.
Feel like a big man, eh? “That guy definitely got what he deserved. Showed him what’s up.
That was sick.” The voice in your head speaks to you after living the external moment.
That short term emotional high is simply that; short term.
At the end of the day, when you go home to sleep in your bed what did you do today? Did
you grow in any way? No, you probably have a bruised hand and your eye may be black. What did
you gain out of that fight? Did you go home and grow more in an internal way, or did you simply
prosper for a miniscule second in an external environment, for fleeting enjoyment. Unless you’re
making it to the U F C, you’re wasting your time.
You gained the preservation of your vision of yourself, in perception of the environment.
What if you want to perform at that talent show? You know that you have what it takes…
but the fear of failure paralyzes you. What makes you afraid of failure? You sing in the shower just
fine. You know you have a good voice when the water washes over your face, so why can’t you sing
in front of everyone?
Because your ego is interested in maintaining your current emotional state, perceived by the
environment.
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When presented with the opportunity to sing in front of everyone, the voice in your head
begins to speak to you. You want to maintain the good emotions you have about your current “talent,” and you wouldn’t want to risk being exposed, as not as good as people have made you out to
be.
“Don’t try out. There’s no way you’ll make it anyways.”
If you sing in front of everyone, and bomb, and are one of those people that haven’t developed their internal self… uh oh. That means that the perception of the environment will be your
internal emotional state. If you’re someone who doesn’t trust themselves, your judgment of yourself will be the same as the judgment of the environment. The only judge of you, or your skill, that
should matter to you, is yourself.
The environment doesn’t give a fuck about you, or your emotional state. If they do, you’re
in the wrong environment… and you can change that.
You are the only one who cares about your emotional state, perceived by the environment.
As soon as you start to care what others think, they will use this to their advantage to manipulate
you to do things that they want.
It is not you who cares, it is your ego. Your ego is the sole reason that you have held yourself
back for all of this time, and I am here to tell you that you are not your ego. In fact, you control your
ego. Check this out. I just outlined how your ego is interested in maintaining your current emotional
state, perceived by the environment.
Let’s take that a bit further down the rabbit hole, what is your emotional state?
Your emotional state is what makes the world around you treat you the way that you do.
If your internal emotional state is negative, self defeating, depressed than the world will give you
more of that. As people, we were raised to communicate emotionally. Once people realize that your
internal emotional state is weak, they will play upon your emotions to manipulate situations in their
favor.
Think when your girlfriend walks in the door from a bad day at work, instantly you can tell
something’s wrong without her saying a word. When your mom gives you the look, and without
saying a word you know she’s pissed. When your best friend’s silence speaks more words than any
language ever could, you understand them. We have this innate ability to pick up on other’s emotional states.
We live in an external world. Today’s world allows their external environment to affect their
internal state. This is not our fault though, because we have always been taught that the external
affects the internal. That fact in mind, the external is always evolving, always changing. If our environment is always changing, throwing new things at us, that means our internal is always changing.
It is true, that the external affects the internal. However that fact also works backwards, and
you can backwards engineer situations so that the internal affects the external. This means that you
get a hold on the control of your emotional state. If you control your emotional state, and it no longer evolves with the external environment, that means that your ego will not need to exist. The ego
is interested in maintaining its current emotional state, perceived by the environment. If you were
able to control your emotional state, you wouldn’t need an ego to preserve your emotional state,
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because you are the one who controls it.
Welcome to awakening.
Ever heard been in a sad mood, and because of it listened to a sad song? What about when
you wake up late, and you decide you don’t have time to shower. You’re not in a good mood, so
you put on less than clean clothes and don’t shower before you head out. How about when you’re
angry, so your external action is to snap on the people around you.
This is the cause of our internal emotional state affecting our external actions. As soon as
something goes awry in our external environment, our internal emotional state evolves with it and
causes us to act in a way that’s not conducive to our intentions.
Understanding this system is important, because it goes both ways. It works backwards.
When your internal emotional state causes you to act in way that’s not conducive to your intentions, what if, you instead, acted through your intentions? Acting through your intentions means
that you are acting in a way that would get you to your desired internal emotional state, refusing to
be affected by the ever evolving external environment.
The next time you’re sad, you realize that you’re sad. You want to be happy, right? Instead of
listening to a sad song, what if you listened to a happy one. How about when you’re in a undesired
mood, and feeling insecure. Instead of dressing down and not showering, what if you decided to
jump in the shower, clean yourself up and wear your favorite outfit? Let’s say you’re angry, and you
realize that you are angry. Instead of snapping on the people you love, what if you went out of your
way to talk to them with a certain serenity?
Ahhhhh! What does this tell us? This tells us that yes, our internal emotional state dictates
our actions… if we are not awakened. The awakened individual understands that they have control over their internal emotional state through actively controlling their external actions. Acting
through intentions in the form of external actions will get you to your desired emotional state.
That being said, most people will have a bad a day at work and come home feeling negative
because of it. The truth is that you had a bad day at work because you had an internal state that
you weren’t in control of in the first place.
If you are not in control of your internal state, your environment is.
How do you gain control over your internal state, though?
One gains control over their internal state by being aware of their ego, and the limitations
that it places on one’s self. Understand that the ego exists to protect your internal state, because
most people simply do not understand how they can control their internal state. Understanding
how to control your emotional state means that you have no need for ego.
“What a realization to know that the voice inside my head is not who I am. Who am I then? The
one who sees that voice.”
- Ekhart Tolle
The following is my interpretation of how my own mind works, and how I use it to my advantage. This is the truth that I have discovered within my own mind, and this truth is based solely
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around theory.
The scientific evidence to this truth is non – existent, because one cannot scientifically prove
that we have a soul. One can prove this, though. There is a voice inside our head that speaks to us.
There are two voices that exist within your own mind.
There is your ego, and there is the voice that knows what’s best for you. I know, I’m about to
go all “hoo – doo, voo – doo” on you, but this stuff works. I don’t know what to call that voice, and
there are many different names attached to it. The “Soul”, the “Observer”.
The voice that knows what’s best for you is the voice that knows you shouldn’t be eating the
chocolate bar on the diet. The ego wants to eat the chocolate bar though, because the ego is interested in anything that gives it short term value. Anything long term takes time to develop, and takes
time to give you value is long term, internal value. The quest for consistent short term gratification
leads to long term complication.
The ego is the one that searches out the things that gives it the most amount of value, in
the least amount of time. This is because of our ability to effectively use energy. Habitually, we do
not want to use mass amounts of energy. We also do not want to risk losing our internal emotional
state.
The system we’ve been raised in is flawed, because the system that we’ve been raised in
always has a ceiling. Why did Bill Gates drop out of school, if school is the only way? Why did Mark
Zuckerburg create Facebook and drop out of school, if school is the only way? The ego would have
told them to stay in school, that they had to get degrees before they could follow their dreams.
Their ego would have been interested in maintaining their current emotional state, perceived by
the environment. Do you think their parents wanted them to drop out of school at the time? School
is a smart option, but there is another way.
Are these individuals “special”?
Imagine Will Smith, him and I standing next to each other. Strip away everything external
from me, and from Will Smith. Our cars are gone, our houses gone, all material wealth gone. The
clothes themselves stripped away, what are we left with? Our physical bodies. He may be more fit
than me, but what is it that our physical body represents?
Strip away everything external from any two individuals and put them side by side, comparing the
two of them to each other, there is only one thing that separates them.
Mindsets.
Strip away everything external from all individuals in our society and compare them to one
another and what you find separates you, from the famous Hollywood celebrity is mindset. My
body moves, your body moves, you have a car, I have jeep but in the end it is our mind that makes
these decisions. Your mind tells you to go to the gym, your mind tells you to buy the Jeep, your
mind tells you to live where you live. Our mindset is often influenced by our environment, but in the
end it is our mind, and only our mind, that is the difference between me and you.
Fascinating. Especially knowing that you can change your mindset. You simply have to start
listening to the voice that knows what’s best for you, instead of your ego. This isn’t always an easy
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process, in fact, admitting one has an ego is often the hardest part.
Kingpin Social understands that controlling the ego and getting a hold on your mindsets is
the key to developing internal happiness. One cannot be happy in a world chasing short term gratification in the form of money or promotions, internal happiness only comes from doing what you
love for a prolonged amount of time. In order to do what you love you first must remove all limitations you place on yourself. Kingpin Social prides itself on teaching you how to do so.
Controlling the Ego
You’re the kind of person that wants to be in control of the direction of your life. After all,
it’s your life. How do you control something that cannot be defined, the shameless ego?
Once you become aware of the separate entities inside of your own mind, you can begin
to choose which one you’re speaking with, which one you’re acting with. Remember that your
thoughts control your actions.
What controls your thoughts, though?
Something as simple as a word controls your thoughts. Tiger, elephant, cat.
How can you use this to your advantage when controlling your ego?
Although existing within, your ego affects your external actions. It is the ego tells you that
you’re not good enough, that there’s a chance of failure. This prevents you from trying in the first
place. What is the voice that knows that there is something more? Who is the dreamer?
Albert Einstein once said, that the imagination is the preview of what is to come. Only if you
are to believe that it will come to you. The reason I believe imagination is important, and believing
in your ability to do so is that I believe that when you believe in a vision, you give your mind access
to the actions that would allow that vision to come true. I believe that we are extremely intelligent
individuals, however we place limitations on yourself. Kingpin Social believes, that if you believe in
your vision, your remove your limitations. If you believe that you will be successful, than you will act
upon those opportunities for success instead of casting them to the wayside.
Destroying the ego is impossible, the ego will always be there.
You are the only one that knows what is best for you. You are the only one who understands
your core values. If you do not understand this, don’t let the opinions of others sway you. Look
inside you, and around you, and discover what it is that you find valuable. You are not your ego, you
are who you choose to be.
If you are not a strong set of beliefs and values from the core, it is easy to be swayed by the
beliefs and values of the external environment. Your ego chooses to exist and thrive in the external
environment, so if you do not know your core beliefs and values than the external environment will
impact those unknown beliefs.
How does one develop core beliefs and values? It must be as simple as looking inside one’s
self and finding the real values and beliefs there, and it happens overnight, right?
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This life is a process. Understand that either way, you’re on the process. As long as you’re
alive you live the process of life, because this life is a journey. One can choose to be enlightened,
controlling their emotional state and being assertive in going after what they want, or one can
choose to have their emotional state be as stable as the material environment. How often does a
new cell phone come out? If one doesn’t get a hold on their internal emotional state, it will shift
with the evolution of the environment.
Become Addicted to the Process
There’s a lot of things that come to mind when you think addiction to the process. One can
be addicted to the process of drinking, going out 3 nights a week to spend their hard earned cash.
One can be addicted to the process of marijuana, choosing to smoke weed every day, because
they’re addicted to the feeling. One can choose to be addicted to the process of mediocrity, refusing to step outside of their comfort zones and settling for contentment.
Or, one can choose to become addicted to the process of growing.
Every day that you open your eyes is a chance to become better at that thing that you love
to do. No matter what the thing is. Every day, you could be moving closer to be getting paid to do
what you love. Every day that you wake up, you could be getting better. Up to this point, the only
reason that you haven’t is that you haven’t understood that you have a choice. The choice doesn’t
start tomorrow, the choice starts right now. This moment is the only moment that matters, and
each moment that you waste is a moment that you will never get back. Choose to spend your moments getting better.
Everything that you want in life is outside of your comfort zone otherwise you would already
have it. The reason that you don’t have it, is because going after it is uncomfortable. The promotion, the girl, the guy, the new social circle.
Let’s say that you want to get better. You’re inspired, and you’re an average guitar player.
You’ve always wanted to take it to a point where it’s not only giving you value, but it’s giving value
to other people around you. This could come from playing guitar for avid listeners, teaching guitar
or joining a band. Our thought process is unlimited, however thoughts take time to manifest. Who
you are right now is the manifestation of your thoughts up to this point. Who you turn out to be is
a manifestation of the thoughts in this moment right now, and your thoughts are influenced by the
environment you find yourself immersed in.
You cannot wake up tomorrow and be the good guitar player. You must dedicate yourself
to the process of becoming a guitar player. You must have “Guitar Player” as your vision, and then
stop at nothing to define it.

********************
Kingpin Lifestyle Article: How to Kick Yourself in the Ass
Author: Brian Mark
“I Want to Grow..”
You’ve made the smart decision! You’ve decided that mediocrity isn’t the road you want to
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find yourself on for the rest of your life. After all, it is your life. There’s so many things you want to
get better at though. You want to get a better job, you want to have a richer dating life, you want
to pursue your passion as a painter. It seems that there’s not enough time in the day for all of the
things that you want to do.

This is the rut that I experienced for a very long period of time. I’ve found over the past
month I’ve been able to be 10x more efficient by prioritizing what I need to do, and how it needs
to get done. I, myself have a lot of things that I need to get done, and trying to get them all done at
once makes me want to pull the bald hair off my head.

The first step to prioritizing was that understanding that everything was a process. Improving your dating life is a process, getting a better job is a process, pursuing your passion is a process,
and so on. There isn’t going to be one day when you wake up and realize that your dating life is
super badass, because you’ve been focusing all of your energy on it. If you’re stupid enough to fall
into this pitfall, you’ll start to realize that all of the other areas that you want to grow in have faltered.
First you must figure out what areas that you want to grow in. Let’s say it’s your dating life,
your career, your family life, your social life and your passion. One must find a way to balance each
one of these things, so that they’re growing within that area each and every single day. Balance is
the key.
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See if I focus all of my energy on improving my career, and I do this for a month straight…
I’m likely to notice that my dating life has faltered, I haven’t called my family in awhile and the
friendships I have start to drift. I probably haven’t picked up a paintbrush in awhile either, and this
is something that I’ve claimed to “love” doing.

Sound familiar?
Balance is the key. One must understand that this life is a process, and every day you must
wake up and decide to become better in the areas of life that you want to get better in. This means,
if you love painting, you don’t get up one day and decide you’re going to paint a canvas. This means
that one day, you’re going to wake up and set aside an hour to paint today, because it’s something
you love to do.

Once you figure out the areas that you want to grow, and you understand that it’s all a process, you must continue on and make sure that you’re prioritizing what you want to grow. Then you
must make sure that you are growing in the top three areas first and foremost, and everything else
takes a temporary backseat if your time is limited.
I want to improve my dating life, my career, my passion, my family life and my social life,
improve my fitness and… oh yeah. I’ve gotta sleep.
Keep all factors of life in mind when making this list. Understand that you have to pay bills,
your time is limited and that even if you want to become a painter, you still must have food in your
stomach before you’ll have the energy to pick up a paintbrush. Some universal eaters of time are
going to be sleep, eating, cleaning, etc.
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Organize YOUR Life

Then make a list, keeping in mind all factors of life.
1. Career
2. Passion
3. Physical Fitness
4. Dating Life
5. Social Life
6. Family Life
Now when you’re making your schedule, you can take into account which of these areas
need that time set aside each day to grow, because you know what areas you find most valuable.
Growth is valuable in all areas, but what do you value most? If you don’t understand this, you may
be growing exponentially in the wrong areas on your priority list. I know I was, before I made my
list… which now looks like this:
1. Kingpin Social
2. Roadhouse
3. Writing
4. Working Out
5. Social Time
6. Sleep
7. Reading
When I’m making my calendar, I’m ensuring that the things that are at the top of my list are
getting hit first, and the things at the bottom of the list are the ones that suffer if my time is limited.
These things are ALL important to me, because they’re on my list of priorities, but there are areas
that I need to grow in the most and these are those areas (keeping in mind that I’ve still gotta pay
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the bills).
Make a list! Prioritize. Getting better doesn’t start tomorrow, it starts today. The longer you
wait, the more you procrastinate. Decide to get up and take action right now, because it’s your life.
May as well spend it doing shit you love to do.

*******************
This isn’t one of those Self – Help books that says “Hey Pal, Do It Yourself!” This is one of
those groundbreaking, revolutionary books that tells you that you can be a guitar player, if you
don’t allow your ego to get in the way. This is one of those books that will teach you how to develop
a system to do what you’ve always done, and why that is important. This is a book that allows you
to break free from contentment, if you allow it to.
Once you’ve made the decision to become a guitar player, this book is going to teach you
how to meet the right people to push you on that path of developing your guitar skills. The most
important relationship in your life, though, is the relationship with yourself. One develops a relationship with themselves by dedicating themselves to something real and long – lasting, a skill set
that they can better every day. Kingpin Social would love to be the catalyst in your quest for success.
The best part is that you don’t need money, because money is just a physical presence of
value. What if you understood how to communicate value in a way that wasn’t a physical presence?
What if, like the students of Social Dynamics, you had a handle on the definition of value, relative to
the individual, and you were able to give a guitar teacher something which, to them, would mean
much more than money?
You first have to have an understanding for what that guitar teacher finds valuable. If you
understand what that individual finds valuable, that means you can find out what anyone finds
valuable.
If you can find out what anyone finds valuable, that means you can develop a relationship
with anyone. There are 7 billion people in this world, and there’s no way, in your entire lifetime,
that you will be able to communicate with 7 billion individuals. That means your options are unlimited. You choose what you want to be, and you find the people that are going to help you get there.
Kingpin Social teaches you how to unlock this ability.
This is the power of Social Dynamics. Pick Up is an outcome, Social Dynamics is a process.
Every day you must wake up and decide to dedicate yourself to the process. There is not going to be
a single day that you wake up that you will not talk to another individual. If every day that you exist
in this process, you will be communicating with someone, doesn’t it make sense to have a handle
on the most important aspect of humanity; the social aspect? Kingpin Social thinks so.
Social Dynamics, itself, is a Win – Win. Give value to the relationships in your life. This means
that you will have positive relationships with the people in your life. The people create the environment, so this means, by default, that you are a positive individual.
Not only this, but when you give value, internal value, you begin to realize that the external
value that you’ve been exchanging all of this time was useless/. Why would you take your date on
an expensive dinner when you could exchange real, internal value with her? Give real, internal value and you begin to realize that you have real value to offer, besides external, materialistic things.
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Realize that you are valuable, and you build your own self esteem. What is real, internal value? The
shared high of emotion over a new experience, the passionate talks about life, the conversation
revolving around dreams. Internal value trumps external value any day.
Win – Win.
Strip away everything external, you’re laying on your death bed. Your car’s gone, your house
is gone, the paycheque – paycheque lifestyle disappeared. What are you left with? You’re left with
yourself, and the friends you’ve kept close. Are you happy with yourself? Are you happy with the
value that you’ve brought into the world? What about your parents, your brothers and sisters, your
closest friends.
Are you happy with the amount of internal value that you’ve given them, or did you focus
your energy on that which was external? Do they have the internal tools to walk into the world and
succeed beyond their wildest dreams? Any external value that you passed down is as superficial
and fleeting as the material world itself. Anything real never dies, and anything real is internal.
Social Dynamics solves the problem of “Why can’t we all get along,” because we’re all giving value. Social Dynamics also solves the problem of “Why can’t we be happy,”… because we can.
Giving value, real value, is the way. There’s no other way, and if everyone was aware of their ego
and gave value in a way that was perceived as valuable in the eyes of the un – egoic individual, we
would all live in peace.
It starts today. Welcome to the process.
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Chapter 2: Internal vs. External
I’d like to dedicate this next chapter to Cam Adair and Kevin Choo. My quest for internal development continues, and to this day I still don’t fully understand the concepts they continue to develop in
their lives.
Your eyes awaken as you feel the tilt downwards. You glance out the window and see the
view that you’ve become accustomed to; Tokyo. It doesn’t seem as beautiful as it did the first time
that you saw it, you’ve been here so often that it doesn’t seem to matter anymore.
Time to get down to business. You grab your suit jacket, throw it over your shoulder, carrying it with your pointer finger. Jacket in hand, Blackberry in the other you walk out the doors of the
plane to be greeted by the Tokyo ground.
The cement wears heavy on the bottom of your white dress shoes, as the feeling of the
earth beneath your feet calms the anxiety caused by the plane.
Your phone buzzes as you get off the plane. It’s your daughter.
“I miss you… when are you coming home? I never see you anymore.”

********************
There are two types of people that live in this world.
There’s the people that live to exist, and there’s the people that exist to live.
“I Live to Exist”
From day one we’re taught that we need to get a job that pays the bills, a job where we
can work hard and get the money that we need to support our family. This is called the live to exist
category of the world. These people spend their entire lives in search of more money, in search of
more luxury. We’ve been conditioned to believe that the quest for Money is the quest for happiness. These are the people that get caught up in the paycheque to paycheque rut, believing they
are a victim of the system. Some are successful, and live in abundance of the universal form of
value; money.
The pursuit of money is often taken to the extreme, putting in long hours and valuing the
hour with by the dollar. People are happy with 2.00 raises, happy with a 10,000 increase on salary.
Today’s society, the society we’ve been raised to believe is the only way, exists purely on external
value.
What is external value? External value is anything outside of yourself that makes you feel
good. That sweet job that you get, the promotion at work that makes you feel awesome, the bigger
dollar amount on your cheque.
This world lives and exists on a level of external value, and this whole time we’ve been alive
we’ve been conditioned to think this is the only way. The pursuit of money, and only money, is
okay… if you’re okay with being unhappy over long term. Money comes money goes. If this is the
element on which you base your happiness that means that happiness comes, happiness goes.
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The quest for money, without an internal dream, will leave one feeling like something’s
missing. Money doesn’t buy happiness. Money without purpose buys emptiness. Money is a necessary survival tool in the external world we live in today, unless you want to be a monk living on a
mountain.
The meaning of life unknown, but we are here. Making the best of this life would make the
most sense, that means the meaning of our life is to be happy. Happiness does not lay in money, so
one should not chase that outlet to supply them with their happiness. In this external world that we
live in, money is necessary to measure the exchange of value, but it is not the key to life.
Money is a tool. Money is not the be all, end all of the world. The people in this world that
live to exist get caught up in the rut of bills, debt and worry about how they’re going to get by instead of focusing on the solution. The solution does not lay in money, the solution lay in the internal.
Being in the pursuit of money, and money alone simply means that you’re not doing what
you love to do with your life. Following the raises, the promotions, the better paying jobs. The ego
that exists within the world is looking for the quickest way for the short term gratification, and the
quickest way is not the fulfilling way.
Money can be fulfilling, and it is an essential part of our survival and luxury, however the
pursuit of money will leave you feeling empty because you are doing something external to make
you feel good. From my perspective, the only way that money is a good thing, an essential tool, is if
you’re getting money as a result of developing the internal.
What is the Internal?
The internal is that which we’ve been conditioned to ignore our whole lives. Developing
your internal self is refusing to be a cog in the system. The internal thinks that what it can believe,
is that which it can achieve. The greatest people in human history have understood that developing
the internal is developing your life.
“The imagination is the most important tool in your life, because the imagination is the preview
of what is to come in your life.”
-

Albert Einstein

Is this to say that you sit at home and visualize what you want with your life, and don’t take
any action at all to achieve it? Absolutely not. This is to say that with your free time, you’re spending your mental energy thinking about what you want, than you’re going out and taking action
every single day. If you take action every day, believing in the vision in the back of your mind, it is
unarguable that your vision will become your reality.
This is the nature of our inner mind. The image you hold in your mind is the image that
shapes our world today.
Think about this for a second. Everything that exists in our reality right now is a direct result
of someone’s thought. The book that you read right now was first a thought in my mind before I
took action to make it into reality. The pages which this book was printed were thought of before
someone took the time to develop it into reality. I decided to make my vision into a reality and cre-
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ate this book, through having a vision and taking action towards that vision.
The chair which you sat on right now, someone thought about it first, then developed their
idea enough to a point where it could be implemented.
There was a test done on Olympic athletes in the 80’s about the Apollo crew. The Apollo
crew essentially used visualization on their astronauts, so someone took the idea and tested it on
Olympic athletes. These people took the athletes, hooked them up to machines and got them to
visualize the races they would be running.
What they found was that the exact same muscles fired as if the athletes were running the
race in itself. Their mind couldn’t tell the difference, and the reality inside of this world was just as
real as the reality inside of their mind.
There was another test done on an individual where he was put in a room and asked to look
at a rock in the centre of the room. The observers checked and examined the electrical impulses going off in the subjects brain while he looked at the rock in the middle of the room.
The experiment then went on to get the subject to close his eyes and imagine the rock
inside of his mind. The exact same electrical impulses went off as if he were actually looking at the
rock.
You get it. The thoughts you have are as real as the reality you live in. The reality you live in
right now was a direct result of thought processes going from the mind into reality. What does that
mean? Your thought process, combined with consistent action, means that your thoughts become
your reality.

********************
Kingpin Lifestyle Article: Change Your Mind to Change Your Life
Author: Brian Mark
What is mental energy? Mental energy is the way that we use the power provided to us by
the most powerful weapon in our possession. Harnessing the power of the mind is harnessing an
unlimited life. That’s so funny for me to say, because I can understand where I was 5 months ago
when I would have looked at that and gone “Haha, yeah right.” Change your mind and you change
your life. Those ignorant to the ability to change and control their own mind are destined for stagnation, for only those who evolve move forward.
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“Why waste my mental energy focusing on what I can’t do, and start instead focusing on
what I can do?”

How Are You Using Your Mental Energy?
When I was at the gym, I was telling myself how much weight to lift, and I saw my mental
energy counting the amount of reps that I was doing. I was focusing really hard on the number. In
my head I envisioned: “1. 2. 3. 4. 5.” As if each time I went over the number in my head, my mind
actually focused on the number itself.
Than something happened. I looked at the weight that I was lifting at the time for upright
rows, and instead of focusing on the number in my head, I focused on the motion of my body. I felt
my arm lift the weight, and focused all of my mental energy on lifting the weight itself. I saw the
weight as it came up to my shoulder, and back down to rest beside my hip. I looked over at my left
arm and saw more of the same. I started to focus on my arm, now. Instead of looking at the number
my mind was envisioning, I focused on the motion of my arm, and how it was being lifted.
What I started to notice is that the weight that I usually do for all of my sets, that my mind
had pre – determined to be “heavy” was actually light. The weight that I was lifting was light. But
how could this be? This is the weight that I use every single time that I’m at the gym.
Hmmmm.
The next set that I did I went up a bit, from 35 to 40 pounds. I focused more on the actual
motion of the workout itself, instead of using my mental energy to focus on the number inside
of my head that my mind created. I noticed something else funny, even though I had gone up 5
pounds… it still felt light. The weight that I was lifting was light. I use this weight rarely though, and
when I do I always have a tough time lifting it! This doesn’t make sense.
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Okay.
Let’s go a bit heavier and see what happens. The more I lifted, the more this theory began
to develop inside of my mind. I’d go up 5 more pounds, and if I could lift this with the monumental
ease I was increasing my other weight in my other workouts, I’m onto something!
This was the moment. I lifted the weights off the rack, and watched each individual rep as
they raised to my shoulders and back down to rest at my hip with precise form. With each rep came
immense focus, I was ensuring that I was getting each rep done and I was focusing on the motion of
the weight going down and up to my shoulder.
I put down the weights after a set of 10 and felt terrific. I felt superhuman. I went to find
Daniel right away and I told him about the theory that I was brewing up.
“Alright dog. The way I see it is that your mind is always working either way, telling you how
much weight you can lift, how much weight you can’t lift, and your mind is setting these limitations. Your mind is using mental energy to set limitations on what you can’t do. What if you
shifted the use of your mental energy, and instead of focusing on what you can’t do, focus on
what you can do?”

This Is The Truth
Either way, your mind is at work. Your mind is always at work, using your mental energy.
How are you choosing to use your mental energy, though? Are you using it to be productive, or are
you using it to hold you back?
“Ohh, I’m too tired to do this right now.”
“That’s impossible,”
“That’s a lot of work…”
All of these statements are thoughts, and all thoughts require mental energy.
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What if you could, instead of using your mental energy to hold you back (which we tend to
do as a natural habit), use it to propel you forward? Take this into consideration. Whether or not
you are aware of your mental energy being used, it is being used at every single second you choose
to exist.
Your mental energy is what tells you to hit your snooze button on your alarm, your mental
energy is what tells you to go on Facebook for 20 minutes, which turns into 3 hours, which turns
into anti – productivity. In order to make these decisions, you are using mental energy.
This was a theory I developed in the gym, but it applies to all walks of life. You choose what
you become. You choose whether or not you are lazy, by using mental energy to make a decision to
be lazy. Make a decision to be productive.
“Why focus on what you can’t do, when you could shift your focus to what you can do?”
Keep this in mind. Anything is possible. You simply have to put your mind to anything. In
closing, I’ll leave you with the words of Will Smith.

‘Cause Will Said So

“It’s unrealistic to bend a piece of metal, and fly it over a body of water to another country. That
is unrealistic. Fortunately, the Wright brothers didn’t think so. It’s unrealistic, to walk into a room,
flick a switch and have the entire room light up. Fortunately, Thomas Edison didn’t think so.
Thinking realistically is the easiest road to mediocrity.”

********************
You Have a Choice
Anything your mind can perceive, you can achieve. This is the nature of humanity. Including
your social skills. Think about this factor for a second; if you learn how you can develop the social
skills to communicate with anybody; and you understand that your thought process combined with
consistent action shape your reality… what are the possibilities.
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You never train a Football team and tell them that “We’re going to shoot to be the worst
team in the league!” You train them with the belief that they are going to be the best.
You can get them to work the hardest, or you can work smart and make them believe that
they are going to be the champions. The smartest coaches work their athletes to the ground and
get them to believe in a vision.
If you applied this concept to your own mind, and believed that you could achieve anything… what are the possibilities? Imagined if you trained, with the thought in mind, that success
was the only option, that failure was only an obstacle.
Yep, you got it. Limitless.
You cannot do it alone though. Although changing your thought process is important, it’s
equally as important to understand how to effectively communicate with the network that you
have, and the network that you want to have. This is understanding Social Dynamics, and although
awakening is important it is useless if you do not understand how to communicate with the external
world. Kingpin Social teaches you how to do so.
Strip away everything external from your life right now. Your cars, your money, the girls you
may get, the guys you have chasing you, the debt, the broken relationships. What are you left with?
You’re left with yourself, and the company that you keep. Are you happy with yourself? Are you
happy with the company that you keep? Do you show the company that you keep how much that
you care about them?
Do you show yourself how much you care about yourself?
Long Term Value vs. Short Term Value
A lot of people communicate, limited by short term value scale. What does this mean? They
believe that short term value is the best kind of value.
“Getting girls is so fun!” The average dude says.
“I love the job I have because it makes so much money!” The successful businessman exclaims.
“I have to pay the bills!” Proclaims the man who works at the job he doesn’t like.
What are you spending your time on though? Time is money is an external, unfulfilling way
to look at time. Time is energy, because each second that passes in your life you are spending energy. Whether or not you choose it, you spend energy. Reading, writing, thinking, socializing, working out, working, energy is universal and it is always being spent.
When people spend their energy, often times, they expect something instant in return.
Instant Results = Short Term Value.
Steroids, marijuana, alcohol, money… all short term value.
Anything that is willing to give you instant value is willing to leave you just as quickly as it
came to you.
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When you get a pay cheque for all of your hard work over the past week, it’s very easy to
spend that pay cheque on bills, expenses, the things that one needs to live. When you take steroids,
and you come off your cycle, you’re likely to lose 15, 20 pounds. When you sleep with someone
instantly, it’s likely that the person you slept with is willing to leave you, cheat on you or close the
connection just as quickly as they started it.
Instant Value is External Validation. External validation is anything that makes you feel good
inside of the moment, right away, without taking time to establish. The quest for short term gratification will lead to long term complication, as the Kingpin Social crew believes that:
“Anything real never dies.”
- Mikey B
Anything real, is internal. Let’s say that you decide to take the long road and work out the
hard way. You’re not going to take any steroids that cheat your progress, you’re simply going to
enjoy the process of getting bigger by going to the gym every single day.
You’re not going to wake up one day (like you would after your cycle) and realize that you’re
slowly losing weight. As long as you’re still focused on the process of getting bigger, in the long term
the value is much more substantial and fulfilling, over the short term value.

Long Term Value
Long term value is defined as value by process.
Value by process means that you understand that this life is a process, and there’s no cheat
codes that will get you there any quicker without making you feel incomplete. We discovered that
money is externally validating, right? It’s that instant, short term value that most people strive for.
But we need money. How do we get money so it gives us long term value?
You get paid to do something that you love to do.
If you’re doing something that you love, you’re going to love to do it… and get paid. But how
does someone monetize something that they love to do? If you love to paint, and you want to be a
professional painter, you’re probably going to have to go to Art School for 3 years right?
Wrong.
Kingpin Social understands that you just have to use Social Dynamics, and work hard on your
own. You just have to develop a day by day system where you dedicate yourself to the process of
painting, and socializing. If you’re continuously improving your social skills every single day, using
your network to meet painters and continuously improving your painting skills every single day..
you’ll be a painter in no time.
“When you set out to build a wall, you don’t build a wall the first day. Every day you wake up and
you lay a brick as perfectly as you can. If you wake up every morning and lay a brick as perfectly as
you can, soon enough… you’ll have a wall. “ - Will Smith
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Your wall will be the first time someone buys one of your paintings, and will continue to get
bigger as people start to appreciate your art work.
Understand that school is a long term option, yes.
It’s a good option for some people too, because they haven’t learned the fundamentals of
learning. Also be aware that school isn’t the only option, and there’s an another option that gives
you options. That option is Social Dynamics, and understanding what someone perceives as valuable. This means that you have two options, or maybe both of them combined. Option 1 is School.
Option 2 is Social Dynamics mixed with School. There are also going to be some careers that won’t
let you work for their company without a degree (airplane engineer). This doesn’t mean that you
can’t use Social Dynamics to own the airplane company.
There was a sentence I heard the other day while watching a Silva video. The video stated
“The person that develops a program that allows anybody to think on the next level, above the
average thinking patterns of the modern individual, is the person that has performed a service to
humanity second to none other in the history of the world.” Social Dynamics gives you the ability
to think on the next level, because you must think on the next level to be effective at exchanging
value. How are you to understand what someone perceives as valuable, if you do not try to see the
world through their eyes? Kingpin Social understands that Social Dynamics, like developing a passion, is a process.
What are you choosing to do with your process? Your life is a long term process, and every
day you wake up you choose to spend mental energy. What is it that you’re spending your mental
energy on, though? Your mental energy is your finest currency, and most people choose to spend
it on thinking about their mediocre lives. About the problem at hand. You must develop a thinking
pattern that allows you to look at a situation from a different perspective. Change your perspective
of reality and you change the outcome of your reality.
Change your thinking patterns to see through the eyes of another, instead of only seeing the
world through your eyes. Decide to think about the solution instead of focusing on the problem.
Welcome to some next level thinking.
Anything in your life right now that causes you to think negatively, that holds you back in
terms of productivity, or isn’t interested in you achieving everything you’ve ever dreamed of, is
wasting your valuable, productive mental energy. If you are thinking about the negative, you are not
thinking about the positive. This means if you are thinking about the problem, the solution is far
from reach.
Anything that takes a long time to achieve; success for the right reasons, monetizing your
passion, developing a real relationship with someone who’s growing with you, takes a long time to
achieve. You cannot shortcut your way to success without missing the necessary lessons. You cannot monetize your passion while taking into account the well – being of others in timeless form, you
cannot develop a real relationship without the key element of time.
Understand that anything long term never dies, anything real never dies.
Anything that’s willing to give you a short term fix will leave you just as quickly as it found
you; and ignoring this means you will continue to seek the short term fix for the rest of your life.
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Long term happiness is long term process. Short term pain is long term gain, but you don’t have to
view it as short term pain. You have the mental capabilities to understand and frame the “pain” as
the growing experience.
When you’re growing, you’re happy.
Living drama free is developing a life where you have the mental energy to focus on that
which is the most important to focus on; the solutions within yourself. Find the solutions to your
own issues, and the issues of the external world will fall away.
How are you going to engineer your life so that you are the most happy; while giving as
much value as you can into the world? Any time spent on drama is time you could be spending being productive, developing internal happiness, giving value and developing stronger relationships
with those who give you value back.
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Chapter 3: Developing a Growth Mentality
“Give value, give value, give value,” you’re starting to think now.
Why wouldn’t you want to give value and strengthen all of the relationships in your life? The
more value you give, the more value that you realize that you have to offer. The more value you realize you have to offer, the more you start to realize that you are valuable. Once you realize you are
valuable, you develop an un - shattering sense of self esteem.
Valuable people are happy people, and everybody loves a valuable person. Not to mention
you are a result of your environment, which, by making every relationship in your life a positive
one, makes you a positive person. Win – Win.
Understanding how to give value sometimes is difficult, and like anything, it is a process.
Growing is part of the process of internal happiness, and understanding how to give value, is understanding how to get more value that you’re seeking in the growing process.

********************
Kingpin Lifestyle Article: How to Develop Social Intelligence
Author: Brian Mark
You’re on the first date with the girl you met last Friday. She’s a cool chick man, you really
want to make sure you have a good time with her. The date is set: Dinner at Earls than you’re going
to go watch Planet of the Apes. SUCH A SICK MOVIE!!
The date seems to be going well. You think that dinner is a great idea, and Planet of the
Apes is so badass that if she doesn’t like it, she must be stupid. Earls seems to creep by, as the conversation kind of lulled for a bit but that doesn’t matter. Once plan Apes is in action, you can begin
the physical touch. The old Yawn and Pull? Awwwwww yeah.
The Yawn and Pull doesn’t work as well as you thought it would, but that’s alright. Once
you drop her off at her house and walk her to the door it’s gonna be pounce time, and you’re ready
tiger.
You’re a great guy, but I just don’t see this going anywhere

Value is Relative to the Individual
I think we all want to give value on some level. In some way, shape or form we want to give
value… but what is valuable in our eyes may not be valuable in the eyes of another.
That was a super fly chick, and you really wanted to show her a good time. You paid for her
dinner, you made sure you bought the movie tickets. You were trying to give value, right? The flaw
in that system was that you didn’t understand her perception of value. Do you really think that girl
values a date that she’s probably been on 30 different times? Your perception of what “value” is, is
flawed, because you didn’t take into account what her perception of value may be.
Let’s say that you’re out at the club, and you want to talk to that gorgeous girl surrounded
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by 5 guys. You walk up to her with a sure swagger, and you say ..
“Hey, I think you’re hot. I want to say hi!”
From an outsider looking in, that might be seen as giving her value. Look at it from her eyes
though. How many dudes do you think come up to her with that same bullshit line? Instead of her
perceiving the value that you’re trying to offer as value, she actually resents you for not understanding her perception of value. Her perception of value is probably a real conversation that doesn’t
involve the way that she looks.

Why is this important?
If you don’t understand what people perceive as valuable, but you’re trying to give them
value, you’re going to be giving value in the wrong ways. Let’s say that you’ve been reading our
posts, and you want to start practicing Social Dynamics. You want to be more involved with your
Dad, but he’s always working. While he’s working, you go up to him and try to offer him value in the
form of conversation. In doing so, though, you’re interrupting his work. Your attempt to give value
was actually flawed, and this is why it’s important to understand his perception of value. If you look
at life through your Dad’s eyes an understand that he’s a busy guy, and needs to get a lot done…
and he values relaxing and going for walks on his free time than you could give him value by going
for walks with him. Or, even better, try to arrange a walk with him.
The exchange of value goes wrong when people don’t understand different perceptions of
value. We all understand that value needs to be given to get what you want out of life, and there
are universal forms of value that one can offer (like positivity, or genuine intent) but there are times
and places where this value is applicable. Developing an understanding for what people perceive as
valuable, and finding the most effective way to communicate that value to them is a fundamental
key to success.

In the end, there are two ways that most people work. They either work smart (the one who
cheats on tests in school by sitting next to the smartest kid), or they work hard (the one that studies their balls off for the test). The smartest people use a combination of both. They decide they’re
going to work smart (by finding out the smartest people at the subject) AND work hard (study with
that smart individual). Social Dynamics allows you to do the smart work.
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IN SUMMARY
Develop an understanding for what people perceive as valuable. Look at your close friends,
and see what they love to do. Think about what they love to do, and try to give value in a way that
they would be thankful for. There are different times and places, and different kinds of value you
can offer people and these are all relative to situations. If you want to develop an understanding on
how to give value in all different situations and aspects of your life, get in contact with us on ANY
situation and we can help.

********************
Failure isn’t Failure
Once you start to realize that giving value is the smart thing to do, based on your understanding that relationships are based on an exchange of value, you start to try to give value in this
world. What you’ll notice when you first start giving value is that you, yourself, are not quite sure
what value is so your perception of value will be flawed. Sometimes, when you try to give value
people will actually reject you for it.
Why is this?
You haven’t found the most effective way to communicate value to them. Let’s say with the
cashier at Safeway, your voice was a bit too low and it sounded like you were trying to creep on her.
You need to learn from this, and the next time you try and compliment someone make it genuine,
make it seem real. Kingpin Social understands this fundamental concept:
Failure isn’t failure, failure is feedback.
Failure gives you the contrast for what NOT to do, and engineers it better so that you know
what it is that you have to do. If you understand what not to do, you’ll understand what to do.
The pitfall the average person falls into is that they take everything personally. The ego takes
a hit. When they fail, they beat themselves up for it and ask themselves “why they were so stupid.”
They ask why they even tried, they tell themselves that it’s useless to try, they’re going to fail anyways.
Kingpin Social has found that this mentality will lead them to ultimate failure, because this
mentality isn’t one that’s conducive to growth, conducive to learning.
How do you learn then?
You learn by first being aware of your ego, and then developing a learning mentality. Understand that everything is feedback, and that if you learn from those feedbacks and eliminate those
problems you get closer to the solution. Every failure that you become aware of makes you closer
to the ultimate solution.
Think Thomas Edison, do you think he invented the light bulb the first time he decided he
wanted to have more than candlelight? No, it actually took more than a thousand times. However
he was able to learn from his failures, get feedback from his pitfalls.
This made him much more intelligent than anyone else that tried to invent light, because no
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one remembers the ones that fail. People only remember the ones that succeed, and the ones that
succeed refuse to fail.
The ones that succeed don’t believe in failure, they believe in growth. Once the mind has
made a decision, if you continue to work towards that decision there WILL be a way to make it
work. The key is to develop the ability to always be working towards those decisions.
HELLOOOOO PROCESS!
Failure is feedback.
Failure is only feedback if you’re actually learning your lessons though, because if you’re not
you’re bound to repeat the same mistake over and over again, getting the same result.
“The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again, expecting different results.”
-

Albert Einstein

If you want different results, something’s has to change. If you don’t know what that something is, try and try again until you find it. If you don’t fix the failures, by definition, this makes you
insane.
That brings to light the question; when does one fail? One fails when one does not understand how to get something done, and they give up on the process of trying. Incompletion mixed
with lack of initiative to analyze leads to failure. Everything that you want in this life is outside of
your comfort zone, otherwise you would already have it.
This is the Kingpin Social philosophy.
Abolishment of Comfort Zones
We as humans habitually develop comfort zones, and we do it for safety and security.
Think of your routine right now. Throughout the week, you probably hang out with the same
people, go to the same places to eat and drink, shop at the same grocery store, drive the same car
to the same places.
This is the life of mediocrity.
Understand that everything that you want is outside of your comfort zone, outside of your
routine. If you are to grow and get better every single day, in every single way, than every single day
you must demolish a comfort zone. Understand that there is something better, and it exists within
Kingpin Social. It exists within Social Dynamics.
Our social abilities are our biggest comfort zone. People tend to hang out with the same
people, the same social circle, the only new people being introduced through social circle. This is
because at our core, we all desire to be understood. Who better to understand us then the ones
that know us best?
The reason Social Dynamics is the key to success is Social Dynamics teaches you how to
reach outside of your current social circle; which is your biggest comfort zone. If you do not realize
your social circle as your biggest comfort zone, than you will never grow to the level of success that
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you would like to reach. The way you do something, is the way you do everything. If you are sitting
inside of your social comfort zone right now, it is likely that you are sitting inside of comfort zones in
every area of your life.
Ever notice how you’re super funny in front of your closest friend, but can’t bring out that
same sense of humor in front of a stranger?
Chinese, China, remember? The people created the environment. Your environment influences who you turn out to be. If you choose who you want in your life, you create the environment. If you create the environment, you control who you turn out to be.
Social Dynamics gives you the ability to choose the people. Social Dynamics gives you the
ability to choose who it is that you want to become.
The reason you haven’t gotten everything that you want out of this life is because you
haven’t abolished your comfort zones yet. You haven’t smashed through that mental limitation that
you’ve put on yourself that says that “it’s weird to go out there and connect with people I don’t
know.” This mentality means that it’s weird to go outside of your comfort zones.
It’s not weird. In fact, it’s weird NOT to connect with the people that you encounter daily.
We live in a world with 7 billion people, why wouldn’t you want to take advantage of any one of
those options?
Because it’s outside of your comfort zone.
How do you recognize a comfort zone?
A comfort zone is anything that gives you an unsettling feeling in your stomach. When you’re
around your boss and he’s hammering down on you for work that he didn’t tell you needed to get
done, and it’s uncomfortable for you to tell him that he’s wrong, you’re right. When you’re out at
the mall and you see that person of interest, but you’re too afraid to approach them, it’s outside of
your comfort zone. When you’re in the elevator, and there’s an awkward silence between you and
the other passenger. This is a comfort zone, and your ego is the one that makes the justification for
it.
“People are supposed to be quiet in elevators,”, “It’s weird to approach people on the
street,”, “My boss is going to get angry.”
You’re aware of your ego, right?
Anytime your mind makes a justification for why something isn’t getting done, that you
know needs to get done, it’s a comfort zone.
“I’d work on this project, but I’m so busy that it’s tough.” Orrr… “I’d find a way to make
money off of my passion, but work keeps me so occupied.”
Work keeps you occupied because making money off of your passion is uncomfortable, the
idea of it is uncomfortable because of the work associated with it. Doing what you’re already good
at, making the money you’re making is good enough to exist to live, and will carry you through
safely.
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Comfort zone.
Awareness of comfort zones is just as important as awareness of ego, because the ego is
what causes you to have comfort zones in the first place. The ego is interested in maintaining it’s
current emotional state, perceived by the environment. This means that if you don’t have control of
your current emotional state, your ego runs rampant, protecting your emotional state by creating
comfort zones.
The ego is the cause of your comfort zones, because the ego is the entity that wants to keep
you safe and secure. Comfort zones do the same thing. You must be aware of the comfort zones
your ego creates, and you must destroy them or you will be limited in the amount of growth you
achieve in your lifetime. Your comfort zones limit your growth, because everything that you desire
is outside of your comfort zone, otherwise you would already have it.
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Chapter 4: Controlling the Environment
Everything that you want in this life is outside of your comfort zone; including success.
What is my definition of success? Of course the definition is relative to each individual.
Success is different for me, than it is for you. Success is what you want it to be. Success is relevant,
based on perspective. My success is defined as reaching the goals that I set out for myself.
Is your environment conducive to the growth you want to achieve? You are a result of your
environment, so no matter how successful you desire to become, you will never reach those levels
if you are limited by the people in your environment.
You are a result of your environment. If you’re a baby born in Germany, you’re going to be
German in your culture and you’re going to speak German. If you’re raised by angry parents, you’re
likely to carry that same temperament into your adulthood. This is anthropology, studying the culture but I’m talking about micro – anthropology here. This theory applies to the culture within the
culture. If your desire is to be an entrepreneur, but you hang out with people dedicated to the 9 – 5
world, it’s highly unlikely to happen. Unless you enlighten those individuals, or separate yourself
from that environment.
Mediocre environment, mediocre results.
Mediocre, being in contrast to your full potential. If you have friends that are not on the
same path as you, you will not grow if you do not change your environment. Once your perception
of value changes, and you realize that you value growth, your mindsets will not synchronize with
your friends unless they come upon the same epiphany.
This is the reason behind all failed relationships, because perceptions of value change. If
your friends do not value growth the way you understand is necessary, the relationship is bound to
fail. Once this tension begins to happen, you have two options. The first is to abandon the idea of
growing altogether, and step back down into mediocrity. The second option is to separate yourself
from the negative environment, if it refuses to grow, and find an environment conducive to success.
When relationships fail, perception of value in the relationship change. This does not mean
romance all of the time, this means friendship. This means any relationship, based on the perception of value. Relationships = Life, that means that any relationship in your life can fail based on the
shift on perception of value. Your no longer have a relationship with your first car, because your
perception of value shifted and you moved onto something more economical. Perception of value
only shift when one shifts the direction of their life, whether it be positive or negative, without the
other party making the same shift.
Let’s say, at first, each individual values the other for their vicarious and youthful energy.
However one of the parties in the relationship is developing spirituality, and is starting to believe in
becoming more centered, over more obnoxious. The perception of value is bound to change, and
unless those two individuals are growing together. The spiritual individual’s perception of value at
the start of the marriage, the obnoxious nature, is now changed to that of a centered being.
Perception of value changes, relationship fails.
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********************
Kingpin Lifestyle Article: The Reason for All of Your Failed Relationships
Author: Brian Mark
Recently, I had a talk with a good friend and business partner Kevin Choo. Kevin was talking to me
about his theory on Relationships, and Kevin developed the truth outlined in this article. Kevin’s talk
with me made so much sense, so much so that I had to write an article and enlighten my readers
with the info!
If you want to get in contact with Kevin, check www.kingpinsocial.com
“So Brian, what is the cause of ALL failed relationships?

‘PERCEPTIONS OF VALUE CHANGE
You come home from work and dread walking through the door. Your wife stand in the doorway, staring at you with a look of discontent.
Where have you been!
Explaining that the overtime is necessary for promotion, your wife yells at you for being late
for the dinner she takes time to cook for you. At first she loved your drive, she told you it was made
her attracted to you in the first place. Ever since the Yoga classes, she’s been focused on family life;
something which you don’t seem to have time for anymore.
You look through your eyes at your irate wife, and you wonder where the spark went.

“I just don’t feel the same..”
It’s not that you didn’t ever love each other. One falls in love with the things that bring them
the most value. Value is only value, if the other person sees it as value. At the time, when the relationship started, the perceptions of each others value was high.
At the start of the relationship, the wife loved the fact that the husband was driven. The
husband was the kind of guy who would put in whatever hours it took to get the job done, and the
wife saw that as valuable.
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The wife was growing in a different direction than the husband though, and began on the
path to becoming a Yoga instructor. Over time, the two entities grew apart. The husband was
driven, putting in the man hours to get the job done. In pursuit of the external, driven by money,
the husband lived his life chasing the external value. As a Yoga teacher, the wife began to dive more
into the internal side of life.
At first, they loved each other. However over time, the husband and wife weren’t able to see
through the eyes of each other, because one chased something external, and one chased something internal. The wife’s perception of value shifted, and if relationships are based on an exchange
of value… that means the husband could no longer provide the wife value.
The promotion, the new car, the nice house wouldn’t matter for the wife, because the new
path allowed her to be in pursuit of internal value. Even though the husband was offering value, in
the form of external, the wife wanted the internal. The family dinners, the appreciation for the love
and support.

ALL FAILED RELATIONSHIPS
Failed relationships happen because perception of value shifts. If you’re not growing together, you’re growing apart. This is why it’s important to find one with the same values as you when
seriously considering dating, because if the two of you aren’t growing in the same direction, you’re
going to grow apart.
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Ever wondered why celebrities date celebrities? Why punk rockers date punk rockers? Why
High School Quarterbacks date Cheerleaders? Why bar star girls date bar star guys?
Their perception of value is the same, thus a relationship exists. The relationship fails when
the perception of value shifts, and one party is unable to shift with the other party.
If one of the celebrities in a relationship decided to become a monk for a Buddhist church,
do you really think that they could still date? Their perception of value shifts, the monk now valuing
the internal side of life, and the celebrity would be forced to either shift their perception of value or
remain the same, letting the relationship fall to the wayside.

THE KEY TO RELATIONSHIPS
If you want to have a successful relationship, with anyone, the perceptions of value need
to align with each other, and be heading in the same direction. Relationships are based on an
exchange of value, and we fall in love with the things that give us the most value. Love is a survival
mechanism, and we fall in love with the things that bring us the most value. If you want a successful
relationship, you must find someone that finds valuable the same things that you do.
If this doesn’t happen, and the two of you aren’t growing in the same direction, you’re destined to grow apart. Either way you’re growing; it’s up to you to find the person who’s going to grow
with you.

********************
There must be a consistent exchange of value for a relationship to exist. If there is not an
exchange of value, the relationship is bound to fail. Why would you keep your car if you kept trying
to fix it, and it always broke down randomly? Value is relative to the individual, though, and is only
value if it is perceived by the other individual as valuable. Value is based on perception.
Now that you have this growth mentality, look at the people around you.
Are they choosing to grow too? Have you enlightened them to the opportunity to grow, and
the effective way to exchange value, so that relationship strengthens with time… or is their mindset
limited by their ego? Is their mindset limited by their comfort zones?
You control the environment. This happens by getting out into the world and beginning to
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exchange value with people on an internal level. Begin to give value to people, and see who gives
you value back in ways you perceive as valuable. If you perceive happiness as valuable, get out
there and find happy people, and give them value. You’ll find that exchange begin to occur, and you
can develop that relationship from a stranger to an acquaintance, and begin the step up the ladder.
Control the environment by consistently exposing yourself to new social situations. This will
do two things. This will ensure that you are always demolishing your comfort zones, meaning that
you are growing. New social exposure will ensure that you are creating the best environment conducive to your growth. If you are exposed to a new individual each day, with value to offer, you will
begin to see what kind of value it is that you find valuable in another individual. Than you can paint
a picture of your ideal social circle, and begin to attract it into your life by having the visualization,
and consistently taking action to make it manifest.
After all, why wouldn’t you want to? The Kingpin Social philosophy says that you control
your environment, you control who you turn out to be. You want to do what you love? It’s about
time you started finding people that do what you love, too.
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Chapter 5: Developing a Passion
This is something I’ve seen people in high school struggle with, to people already settled
into their careers / jobs. You may not know yourself now, but the one of the benefits of meeting
people is that you may meet someone that will introduce you to yourself.
I love meeting new people. I meet a lot of them though, and I have a hard time maintaining
connections I don’t care about. I always ask the same question when I first meet someone. “What
are you passionate about?” The look of confusion comes over their face, I don’t think they understand passion. I believe that a rare few have found their passion in life, but I dedicate my time to
finding these few.
“Alright, what do you do for fun?”
They open their mouth to reply, with an often certainty… “Party, Drink, Hang out with friends.”
Social Dynamics Gives You the Ability to Develop a Passion
How do you become passionate about something? Is it a God Given gift given to some, as
the less fortunate are left to wonder?
Passion is something everyone can experience. Experiences lay within the people. Anything
regarding the experience is only an experience because it involves the people. Kingpin Social understands that experiences lay within the people.
Experience > > > Like > > > Love > > > Passion = Purpose
Before you can have a passion, you must first love something. How do you love something
without liking it first? Well, before you can like it, you must experience it. Experiences lie within the
people. That means: Social Dynamics = Passion.
Even if Social Dynamics isn’t your passion, Social Dynamics gives you the ability to experience something that will turn into a passion.
Let’s say that you find your ego, decide to destroy it and you’re going to start to abolish
your comfort zones. There’s a constant exchange of value going on between you and other people,
because you understand Social Dynamics and the value that it has to offer.
You have no comfort zones, right? That means you’re going to be experiencing a lot of new
things. If you don’t have a passion right now, it’s simply because you haven’t given something
enough time where you can fall in love with it. If you haven’t seen anything as worth the time and
mental energy to invest, you simply haven’t had enough experiences yet. Part of studying Social
Dynamics is having an open mind, because like anything in this life, if you approach it with a closed
mind you’re bound to get limited amounts of value from it.
You can fall in love with anything that has the potential to give you value. You have to be
willing to jump outside of your comfort zones and try anything first. Have an open mind for new experiences. Become a “yes” man. Kingpin Social believes that passion is powerful, because a human
being operating on passion is one with unmatched drive.
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I fell in love with writing, by experiencing writing.
Once I experienced it over a period of time, it began to give me more value in the form of
understanding. When the exchange of value became higher, I wrote more and as a result got more
out of my writing. I started to fall in love with writing. Then I realized how much daily value I got
from writing, 3,000 – 4,000 words a day, and I realized that writing, for me, has infinite potential
value. I now believe that writing is my purpose, because writing is a outlet which I can use my energy to create something that exists forever within eternity.
I love writing because for me, I’ve found a concrete way to solidify my unlimited thoughts
and bring them into reality.
I first had to give myself the chance to fall in love with writing, by experiencing it. Once I
experienced it, I began to love it. It became my outlet for my thoughts, for my words. I feel like a
picture paints a thousand words, but a thousand words paints a picture that cannot be mistaken
by any mind. You want a look into my mind? I’ve never been this open before, and Kingpin Social
taught me how to bring forth my internal value. My mind is in this book, whole heartedly.
How do you define your passion?
My best friend, Daniel Fexa, asked himself this:
“What would you do for free?”
What would you spend your free time on, for free, that gives you an escape? When you find
this, you’ve found your passion. If you can’t answer this question, you simply haven’t experienced
enough people, enough things to have found your passion.
Allow Social Dynamics to help you experience your life.
I would write for free, Daniel would design for free. Thus, we’ve turned it into our passion.
I’ve been waiting for this day when my words would be my expression of my mindset.
If you’re doing what you love right now, you need to change it into a situation where you’re
loving what you do. It’s your life, and you can change.
You can change now, right now.
You have to make the decision today though, and wake up tomorrow dedicated to you decision.
If you could do anything in the world, what would you do? It’s your choice, you can make
it, and you can get there faster than anyone else in this world with the practical application of the
knowledge in this book. We’re developing new theories every day and re – developing the ideas
in this book every day on www.kingpinlifestyle.com. Cam Adair and Kevin Choo continue to teach
Social Dynamics to the masses, and this book is only up to this point.
People are Potential Options That Could Benefit Both Parties
Kingpin Social operates under the fundamental truth that every single person in your life
represents an option; you simply have to understand how to use those options to your advantage
to further your passion.
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I’m going to do a case study of one of my friends Jeff. The things he did with his networking
ability blew my mind, and it continues to amaze me. Let’s look at Jeff, what he did, and how you
take the lessons from his actions.
After dropping out of “clubbing” because of a girlfriend, Jeff’s time was freed up 3 nights a week.
Jeff really wanted to find something to do, and he always wanted to be a photographer. He figured “Why not?!” and one day, decided he was going to buy a $1,500.00 camera.
Jeff made that decision that he was going to do what he loved to do. Kingpin Social taught
Jeff that being assertive and making a commitment to his passion was a must. Am I saying ‘Hey! Go
out and spend $1,500.00’. Absolutely not. I’m outlining how Jeff made the decision to follow his
passion, and he held himself accountable to his decision by investing in something towards it. If you
want to get better at anything, you must make an investment in the skill set. You can’t play guitar
without having one first.
Jeff knew that I worked at a nightclub, and he mentioned on the side if I could get him a job
shooting at the club. I actually saw a Win – Win situation here, Jeff could come to the club and
shoot and I could get photo’s of my Ladies Night.
Jeff was smart. Why go to school for photography when he knew someone who could get him
a job shooting photos right now? The best way to learn is to jump in, and figure out how to do it better. This is the the argument of “Smart Work vs. Hard Work”. One could argue that Jeff didn’t have the
credentials, but if this wasn’t an issue for Jeff, it wouldn’t be an issue for his clients. Jeff relied on his
confidence, and charisma, to land him his job. Social Dynamics was the outlet that developed Jeff’s
confidence and charisma.
Jeff shot a couple nights for free at the nightclub I worked at. Jeff didn’t just limit himself to my network though, he used his own. Now, after having this nightclub under his belt, he knew two other
nightclub managers. He mentioned to them on the side that he was doing nightclub photography,
and one of these nightclubs decided to hire Jeff.
This was all happening within two weeks of Jeff picking up the camera. His experience was
limited, but his creativity was undeniable. Kingpin Social had taught how to communicate effectively with the people in his network to get him to a position that most other photographers struggled.
Smart work vs. Hard Work, Smart Work always wins. Although inexperienced, Jeff’s social skills left
the Night Clubs that he shot photos at feeling confident in his work.
Jeff continued to shoot at both my nightclub, and the other one he got hired at. An opportunity
came up last minute to shoot a DJ that was coming to Calgary; Tiesto. Jeff used the connections in
his network to land him a job shooting one of the biggest DJ’s in the world, all within a month of
owning his new camera.
Jeff went from zero to hero in just a single month using his camera. The world that we live in
today isn’t the same world as 25 years ago, when hard work was the work that got you the money.
We live in the age of the mind, which means the people that think are the people that move forward.
Think, about this. If you could avoid $5,000.00 in Photography School fees and skip straight
to the punch with the power of your network, wouldn’t you want to?
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Jeff currently runs a photography company in Calgary called Prodigy Photography. Jeff’s
business is soon to make more than his full time job. Jeff has hired another photographer to work
underneath him, owns his own company and is expanding his photography beyond the night life. All
in a period of 4 months, with the power of Social Dynamics.
If you understood which people in your current network would push you in the direction
that you want to go, and you understood what they perceived as valuable and you gave them that
value… do you think they would help you out?
What if you don’t know anyone in your network right now that could help you get to where
you want to go?
That’s alright, it’s irrelevant.
Social Dynamics says that you’re meeting new people at all times anyways. Kingpin Social
believes this is the key to success. Why wouldn’t you want to be meeting new people that would
expand your current network and give yourself the tools to be successful… in whatever it is that you
want to do. Let’s say that you’ve experienced something, and you like it. You may even love it. How
do you turn that love into a passion?
Talent vs. Skill
Don’t get them confused, because they’re two completely different things. Talent is something God – Given, a natural talent. Skill is something that comes based on hours, and hours of grind
work on your craft.
“I’m not naturally talented, so I’m not going to escape mediocrity.”
WRONG!
You just haven’t spent enough time on your current skill set that you want to develop.
Let’s look at the Average Joe, who wants to learn how to play guitar. Joe is passionate about
guitar, or so he thinks, so he decides he’s going to make the commitment.
The average Joe will buy a guitar for that initial investment… after all, if they invest they’ll
make sure that they play it right? Average Joe makes the right move buy buying the guitar, but the
wrong move is thinking that the guitar is going to teach Joe how to play it. Average Joe picks up his
guitar religiously for the next month and make sure he dedicates all of his free time to learning his
guitar.
A month seems like a year on the guitar, and in this month he doesn’t learn very much. De
– motivated and slightly pissed off that he bought the guitar not to learn the skill set as easily as he
had imagined, Average Joe doesn’t pick up the guitar for awhile. The skills cultivated over the last
month begin to stagnate, and Average Joe never seems to find the time to pick up the guitar anymore.
Average Joe was outcome dependant, buying the guitar with the hopes of singing a song at
the end of the month. Average Joe doesn’t understand that life is a process, not an outcome. No
one ever says “Life is a Destination” because Life is a Journey. You’re going to be on the journey anyways, so you can start any skill set that you want. You can do it today. Every day that passes, you can
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get a baby step better at that skill than the last. It doesn’t matter when you’ll be able to sing a song,
because in 10 years you’ll be able to release an album.
This is why it’s important to understand that this life is a process. If you want to get better at
something, you cannot decide that you’re going to get better and be better by tomorrow. It is only
those who wake up each and every single day, to decide to make themselves better in their craft,
who succeed. You cannot decide to play guitar today, and be a master tomorrow.
What you can do, is decide today that you want to get better, and start working at it today.
Then wake up tomorrow, and make that same decision. Every day wake up and make that decision,
because the day that you slack on that decision is the day you stop getting better at the craft in
which you desire the skill.
Life is a process, and either way you’re on it.
Look at your life right now; what are you doing? Are you living a 9- 5 life, to pay the bills?
Are you working at a job for the money? Are you wasting your life away in quest for short term,
external value? What happens when the hangover sets in, or when you start burning out. This life is
a process, and if you’re not growing you’re stagnating. If you’re stagnating, you’re not evolving. That
means when the hangover sets in, your stagnation catches up with you and you feel no better than
before you drank.
We are in the middle of an evolution. This evolution is awakening. This day and age belongs
to the man of the mind. Kingpin Social’s philosophy is this:
“Small Minds talk about people and gossip. Mediocre minds talk about events, and happenings.
Great minds talk about ideas. Brilliant minds develop ideas to the point of implementation.”
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Chapter 6: Developing Yourself
“Where do I start?”
Once you start to realize that the life you live, isn’t the life you want to live… when you start
to realize that mediocrity isn’t an option, where do you start? There’s so many things that need to
get done, and so little time.
It all starts with the beliefs that you have.
“I can’t do this,”… “Quitting my job will be too hard,”… “Finding something I love to do and getting
paid for it is unrealistic.”
The worst part about these thoughts that circulate your mind?
You are right. Your reality is that which you believe.. If you believe that it is too hard to quit
your job, than it is too hard to quit your job. If you don’t think you can do it, then you’ll be blocking
off the part of your brain that knows how to do it. If you believe that you will never be able to get
paid for doing something you love, you’ll never spend enough time developing something you love
to a point you’re getting paid for it.
The Power of a Belief
The power of your beliefs is substantial. What you believe to be true in your mind is the
truth in this reality. Understand this though. When you think that you “can’t” do it, you can just as
easily shift your focus to you “can” do it. It’s simply cultivating the ability to consciously see, and
control, your dominant thoughts.
There’s many ways to do this, and I recommend meditation. I could go in detail about meditation in this book, but that’s irrelevant because I’m not the expert. I can tell you that I use meditation in my daily life to gain control of my conscious thoughts, and direct them in the way that I want
them to go.
Every time you think that you “can’t” do this, or “this is too hard,” you’re thinking about it.
When you think, you’re spending mental energy. It takes mental energy to think that you cannot do
it.
What if you simply shifted your focus? You’re thinking anyways, so why not shift your pre –
programmed mind off of what you “can’t” do, and start finding ways to make it happen? Instead of
focusing on what you don’t want, what if you began to focus on what you did want? It’s proven that
the power of a positive affirmation is over 50x as effective as a negative thought… so why wouldn’t
you want to simply shift your focus from what you don’t want… to what you do want? Solution oriented thoughts bring those solutions into your current reality.
This is the power of a belief, and it is simply put: unlimited.
With the millions of thoughts that cross our mind each and every single day, it is impossible
to control all of them. However, you can choose the dominant thoughts, and from those dominant
thoughts the others grow and pass you by. Your thoughts become your reality, so this means that if
you control your dominant thoughts you control your reality.
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What do YOU Want to Be?
Having a vision of what you want to be, what you ought to be comes from developing a passion. Let’s say you’re vision is becoming a painter. What is your vision for painting? Do you want to
be a full time painter? Do you want to sell your canvases for tens of thousands of dollars?
Your visions can be unlimited, because they are your visions.
You must make your visions something that you can believe in though, because your beliefs
are powerful. If you set a vision that you do not believe in, than you will not receive your vision.
You must believe that it is yours, and you will allow your mind access to the actions that will make it
yours. If you do not believe it, it will not come to be. This is the Kingpin Social philosophy.
Some might say this is the Law of Attraction, but I disagree. I think that when you believe in
something, you give your mind access to the actions that would allow that belief to come to play. If
you don’t believe you’ll ever make a million dollars, your awareness won’t catch those opportunities to make a million. In fact, if your awareness did catch it, it would brush it off as “too good to be
true.”
Think Jack Canfield, from Chicken Soup for the Soul. Jack did not attract these things into
his life, his awareness was simply raised for the “$100,000.00 idea” that was already in his life. Our
brains are a lot smarter than we give them credit for, and once we program our subconscious mind
with a belief it finds a way to make our thought into a reality. If you are to believe you will be a
millionare, not only will you become aware of these opportunities when they present themselves,
you’ll work hard to make those opportunities happen.
Your beliefs are shaping the world around you. Your beliefs are causing your mind to act towards situations that would cause outcomes that are in line with your beliefs. If you believe you are
to be successful, your mind will cause you to act in a way that will bring forth that result.
Words > > > Thoughts > > > Beliefs > > > Actions > > > People
Words become thoughts in your mind. Thoughts become beliefs through conscious
thoughts, and the elements of which you focus on become your beliefs. Your beliefs begin to cause
the way that you act, because we act based on our beliefs. Your actions are going to affect the
people in your life, whether you want them to or not. The people create your environment, and
the environment controls who you turn out to be.
This means by the simple use of words, you can control who you turn out to be.
The people in your life are the ones you want to be exchanging value with, so essentially
Social Dynamics all starts with a word. The word turns into a belief, and the belief turns into the
people around you right now. The people create the environment, and you are a result of your environment. You control your thoughts, by a simple word, and you control who you turn out to be.
The people are your environment, so your beliefs create your environment. If you cannot
leave your friends right now, or you don’t want to give up your environment right now it is because
your beliefs are holding you back. This means you are limited by your ego, which you can remove
simply by becoming aware of its limitations. All of the parallels are coming full circle.
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If you believed that you could get better, and decided to be determined to get better, than
you would be able to leave your environment right now. Kingpin Social believes that in order to
grow, you must do one of two things. The first is to inspire your environment to grow with you, and
start doing the things they love to do. The second, if the first doesn’t work, is to find a new environment; conducive to your new, passionate path practicing Social Dynamics. It starts today. Start
engineering healthy relationships based on equal exchanges of value. Kingpin Social provides that
growth environment to those who are serious.
The best option is enlightening others to the power of Social Dynamics, and giving them this
book so they understand how to exchange value between people.
KINGPIN SOCIAL BELIEVES THAT IF EVERYONE UNDERSTOOD HOW TO LOOK THROUGH THE EYES
OF ANOTHER AND UNDERSTAND THEIR PERCEPTION OF VALUE, AND THEY WERE ABLE TO OFFER
THAT VALUE FREELY TO THEM, THE WORLD WOULD LIVE IN PEACE.
Yeah, that was all in Caps.
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Chapter 7: Be an Influence
This world exists in paranoia, and it’s not our fault.
All the media ever does is cover the external, all that Television promotes is spectating. We
walk around in a daze, pre – programmed to be mediocre and antisocial to strangers. This external
force is outside of our control, however we live in an age where being a positive influence is a lot
easier than the age of Buddah. We have Facebook, we have text messaging, we have the cell phone.
This is the age of Social Media; the perfect opportunity to spread Social Dynamics. Why is it
important to spread Social Dynamics? Social Dynamics solves the core of all the worlds’ problems;
miscommunication. When people find out about Social Dynamics, this is not the end of all of the
worlds the problems.
It is the start of a peace movement.
Social Dynamics, like life, is a process. The more people develop the process of giving value
freely, and engineering successful Win – Win relationships, the more positive our world becomes.
In a world where negativity is all that is promoted, Kingpin Social believes that we could use some
positivity. If one is a result of their environment, and everybody in their environment believes in
positivity and giving value freely, we live in peace.
Kingpin Social believes that we can make a difference.
What makes someone worth remembering? Their perspective on the world. Think Buddah,
Jesus, Hitler, Mother Theresa, Einstein, Edison, the Wright Brothers.
Their views on what they could and couldn’t do were unlimited, positive or negative. We cannot
control the external world that we live in today, but we can understand it, and engineer it so that
we strive in this external world. Kingpin Social believes in developing a strong, positive perspective.
Kingpin Social Instructors and students have dedicated their lives to making a positive influence on
the world that we live in today.
Mother Theresa, Buddah, Hitler, Edison, Einstein, Martin Luther King, The Wright Brothers.
Throughout the tests of time, these names are some that are remembered for the rest of time. This
is because although man passes on, an idea lives forever.
Do you think these people had something that you don’t?
Absolutely not, for their power was not God Given.
Their power was within their mind, they simply learned how to access it. Their power was in
their belief. We live in an age where our influence can spread much farther, though. Mother Theresa, couldn’t jump on Facebook and spread the word about this positivity, about changing your
perspective. Buddah didn’t have a laptop where he could pump out 140 words per minute. This is
the age of technology, this is the age where spreading positivity has never been easier.
Our world, in the masses, lives in fear, in paranoia.
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The news stories rarely cover the positive things that happen in our world, reality shows on
MTV promote only external validation. Understand that this world currently exists in negativity, but
a positive force is much more effective than a negative force. A positive thought is, in theory, 50x
more effective than a negative thought.
What does this mean?
That means that we can make a difference.
That means that we, at Kingpin Social, can make a difference. That means you can make a
difference. It’s about time we stepped out of mediocrity and started living up to our potential as human beings, because it’s been too long that we’ve existed within comfort zones.
It’s not our fault, really.
We were raised this way, and the only reason I was able to stumble upon this life changing
information was through the power of Social Dynamics. Consistent social exposure with real people
allowed me to dig deeper and try to understand their mindsets.
They say that the average human being has an average stopping point for their thinking patterns. There’s been many programs designed to get people past that average stopping point, but
none of them outline the most important aspect, the aspect that makes humanity, humanity.
It is the social aspect, for we are the only living organism that can function as a unit to create something greater than ourselves. In order to function as a unit we must effectively communicate with each other, and understand what each other perceive as valuable.
It takes next level thinking to look through the eyes of another and understand what he perceives
as valuable. Social Dynamics is the program that gets the average human mind past the typical
stopping point.
The best part?
Social Dynamics allows you to find minds of similar nature, and grow that much faster.
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Chapter 8: Spreading Social Dynamics
We at Kingpin Social, have to spread Social Dynamics.
I, Brian Mark, state that it is my purpose in life, because I believe that Social Dynamics has
the power to change the world.
I speak for every other instructor at Kingpin Social when I say that we have dedicated our
lives to this purpose. Each individual that we inspire on a daily basis encourages us to move forward
and continue spreading positivity. For every life we have touched, thank you. You have inspired us
to come this far.
Kingpin Social believes that Social Dynamics solves the problem of “Why can’t we all just
get along?” We can, and we must give value freely in a way that will be perceived as value from the
other party involved.
When everyone knows about Social Dynamics, we at Kingpin Social believe we will reach our
potential as human beings. The only option is to be successful and passionate, in a world dedicated
to doing so… while looking out for the betterment of humanity as a whole.
My name is Brian Mark. I have written this book not for myself, but for you. I have written
this book not of my own concepts, but of the concepts Kevin Choo and Cam Adair taught me at
Kingpin Social. I have written this book to honor my social circle, who continues to push me to grow
exponentially each and every single day.
As an individual enlightened to our possibility, it is my duty to inform you that anything is
possible. It is my duty to tell you that anything is possible, and you have to start believing it is possible. Shift your focus away from what you do not want, and start focusing on what you do want.
Spend your mental energy on being productive, and encouraging others in your environment to do
the same.
Stay away from “I do not want my dead end job,” and start switching your focus to what
you do what. “I do want to be a full time photographer.”
Believe it is possible, than go out into this world and start interacting with people. Your mind
will allow you access to the actions that will make your beliefs become reality. This is happening
either way, so learn how to use it to your advantage so your belief systems don’t hold you back.
Start connecting with people on a real level, a level deeper than the external. Don’t ask the
“What,” questions, this is external. The external, shallow world is irrelevant. Dig deeper. Ask the
“why” questions.
Spread the word. Update your Facebook status telling people that you found Social Dynamics, and it has opened your eyes. The value in Social Dynamics is going to change your life. Whether
you believe it will change your life, or you won’t, you are right. There are three reasons I am writing
this book.
The first reason, is that a great man once told me that “If you want to strengthen your belief, talk to someone who will challenge them.” I believe the masses will challenge my belief, and I
am ready and willing for discussion.
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The second reason is that I believe that Social Dynamics is the key to happiness in this life.
For you are a result of your environment, and if you bring value to your environment and build
positive relationships with your environment, that means that you will be a positive individual. Who
cannot be happy knowing that they have something to offer this world, more than superficiality? `
Finally, the third reason is my ultimate form of value to Kevin Choo and Cam Adair. My ultimate mentors who have pushed me to this point, and looking up I see the sky at limitless. This book
is in honor of the lessons I have learned on Social Dynamics up to this point, and I am forever thankful for everything they’ve done for me.
We have limitless potential; we simply have to believe it. I believe that I can change the
world. I believe that Kingpin Social can change the world. I believe that Social Dynamics can change
the world.
This is my ultimate form of value, in the most effective way that I know how to communicate possible. It is up to you if you want to receive my value, but know this. Receiving my value will
change your life.
This world walks around in a daze, programmed to say the same thing, programmed to act
to exist, talk simply for the sake of polite communication.
“Here’s your change”, “Cash or credit”, “Would you like Ketchup in your bag”.
You walk your day to day life and you’re awake, but are you living in the infinite moment?
The past is the past, the history is history and the future is unseen. All you have is this moment,
and it is infinite. This moment is the only moment that ever exists, the past and history is there to
confuse us.
This moment never ends, the only moments that end are the past ones. In this moment,
that never ends, choose to be great. Choose to work towards something bigger than yourself, and
choose to enlighten others that they can do the same.
This is the start of a peace movement.

“Whether you think you can, or think you can’t… you
are right.”
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